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EDITORIAL

Andrey Yushkov
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Once again the editorial staff of our magazine has prepared articles
about the latest Russian military hardware that are planned to be exhibited in the frameworks of LIMA-2011 (Langkawi International Maritime
& Aerospace Exhibition) which takes place on 6 - 10 DECEMBER 2011
at Langkawi, Malaysia. In a region widely accepted to propel the world’s
aerospace and maritime industries’ growth, LIMA traditionally is introducing a range of new concepts and features to ensure the exposure to this
vibrant marketplace is maximized, in a time and budget effective manner.
It is not the first time when our magazine publishes its topics especially
for this Event as the Exhibition is the premier destination for aerospace
and maritime manufacturers targeting the Asia Pacific growth markets.
For nearly 22 years, LIMA has been serving exhibitor needs by assembling
key decision makers from the defense, enforcement and civil sectors.
In 2009, over 210 delegations from 40 countries gathered in Langkawi
Island representing what was essentially this exact market in the world.
Since its inception in 1991, LIMA has gone from strength. From 150
companies in 1991, it attracted more than 450 companies from 25 countries with almost RM5 billion worth of business generated in the last
exhibition held in 2009, and has now become one of the world’s premier
aerospace exhibitions.
The Russian Federation is a traditional participant of the International
Maritime & Aerospace Exhibition in Malaysia. Taking the advantage of
this event the Russian producers of military hardware try to demonstrate
their achievements thoroughly in the interest of military cooperation
with South-East Countries.
Traditionally, Russian State Enterprise “Rosoboronexport” has been
organized the Russian part of the Exhibition. The Sukhoi aircraft family,
different airborne armament, export solutions of rotary wing aircraft,
anti-aircraft systems are traditionally exhibited in the scope of the
Malaysian Event.
Notable, that today Russian made sea combat vessels have been in
requisition by many countries all over the world and particularly among
the countries of Asian-Pacific Region. Taking into account the need
of these countries in defending their littoral zone against the threats
of XXI century, special attention of the Event’s attendees will be drawn to
the Russian made naval inshore craft that are able to significantly increase
the defense capabilities of Naval Forces of the regional countries.
Along with combat ships the representatives of the Russian MilitaryIndustrial Complex will exhibit the variety of naval weapon systems
which technical characteristics in some aspects significantly leave
behind the foreign armaments.
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Russian 22460 project
Border Corvette Rubin

LITTORAL COMBAT SHIPS:
PRESENT-DAY APPROACH

O

n September 23, 2006
in Marinette, Wisconsin
(the USA), the Marinette
Marine Shipyard of the
Gibbs & Cox Corporation
floated out the world’s first vessel of
a new class — the littoral combat ship
bearing a symbolic name of Freedom.
The ship is to embody the US Navy
concept of dominance in shallow waters and littoral regions of the World
ocean in the XXIst century.
The US Navy sees the development program of the new class ships
as one of its main priorities with
50 littoral combat ships to be added
to the US Navy inventory.
BIRTH OF A NEW CONCEPT
Appearance of a new class ships is
not a coincidence. As early as in the
1990s the world’s geopolitical image saw dramatic changes: vanishing old states gave place to new
ones, and above all, collapse of the
Soviet Union put an end to the global confrontation of two superpowers, the world became unipolar.
Simultaneously, military doctrines of
4 ● ARMS Defence Technologies Review

the leading Western powers, which
earlier considered the USSR as “the
most potential foe”, began changing.
Pentagon realized that local conflicts
emerging in different regions of the
world map would be the most common in the late XXth century. Thus,
the fleet faced new missions, such
as littoral zone operations, including assault landing support, zonal air
and anti-missile defense on the sea.
Besides, the anti-submarine and
mine defense of ships and marine
components were defined as a must
within the framework of the littoral
zone dominance.
The development of sophisticated military technologies combined
with the new concept of the fleet use
in potential conflicts, reshaped the
US Navy combat structure. The new
century demanded a new generation combat ships to be built. Finally,
DD (X) destroyers, CG (X) cruisers and
Littoral Combat Ships were to become such vessels.
The DD–21 designated, a new surface-ship had been under development since December 2000, when re-

search and development companies
were offered a $238 mln contract to
design a new generation draft project destroyer with the aim of preliminary demonstration and estimation of its performance. In November 2001 the DD–21 Programme was
overviewed and later given the DD
(X) designation. Now, apart from the
destroyer, the CG (X)–designated AD/
AMD zonal cruiser along with the
LCS–designated multipurpose ship
intended to gain superiority in the littoral area, were planned to be built.
The vessels were reckoned to form
the basis of US Navy’s cutting edge
in the near future along with the operated the missile Spruance and Arleigh Burke destroyers as well as the
missile Ticonderoga cruisers. At the
same time the Oliver H.Perry destroyer leaders and the Avenger — Class
mine — sweepers were planned to
be gradually decommissioned.
In 2002 US Navy Chief of Staff Vern
Klark submitted the Sea Power –21
Marine Strategy to the Congress approval. Its main part called the Sea
Shield Concept implied preliminary
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LCS-1 Freedom during tests on lake Michigan
testing of the LCS ship. The Sea Shield
Concept was designed to provide
a favorable operative environment for
marine attack units and intrusion forces, i.e. their air, anti-missile, anti-submarine and mine defense upon the
water being directly adjacent to the
enemy territory. According to Vern
Klark, littoral combat ships were to
perform operations in which the use
of ocean combat ships meant either
a too serious risk or extreme expenditures. Despite the fact present — day
marine systems make it possible to
operate effectively on the high seas,
threats posed by diesel submarines,
guided missile boats and mine weapons of the enemy, military actions
in the littoral zone might be complicated or even disrupted. Since the
very moment the LCS Programme was
granted a carte blanche.
The main attack forces will be organically supplemented by littoral
combat ships operating in shallow
waters and littoral areas. They are
capable of engaging low — noise
non - atomic enemy submarines, its
surface small and medium displacement ships, detecting and sweeping mine positions as well as hitting
coast guard targets. Thus, full superiority in the littoral area is gained
for the Navy. US Navy Commander Gordon England noted that “our
mission is to create a small, agile,

LCS-2 Independence
maneuverable and relatively lowbudget ship in the DD (X) — Class
combat ships which would be capable of quick re-equipment depending on a mission up to cruise missiles firing and special operations
support”. Apart from that the new
combat vessel is to become one
of the pivotal components of the
FORCEnet military computer network, providing tactical and reconnaissance info exchange between
separate combat units (ships, submarines, means of naval aviation,
ground forces and etc.), that would
timely deliver all essential data to
the commandment.

LITTORAL COMBAT SHIP DESIGN
It’s common knowledge that there
are a lot of “flash points” in the nowadays world, where the enemy has
the capability to pose an extremely serious threat in the littoral areas
using minimum forces. One of the
events which accelerated the soonest reconsideration of the littoral waters navy use concept was the incident with the USS DDG–67 Cole destroyer. On 12 October 2000 the vessel was attacked on the roadstead
of the Aden port (Yemen). An explosive-packed boat made a huge
hole in the broadside of the modern
high-budget man-of-war and inca5(61).2011 ● 5
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LCS-2 Independence
in full operation

pacitated it for a long time to come.
The reconstruction cost was $250
mln and took 14 months.
Following the approval of the LCS
Programme, its priority budget financing was announced and as far
back as in September 2002 a military
operational requirement was given.
The subsequent works were carried
out by consortiums led by General
Dynamics and Lockheed Martin.
The preliminary military operational requirement assigned by the
US Navy Command was to install interchangeable modules for the key
priority missions as follows:
■■ anti-boat defense of separate
ships and vessels, combat ships
detachments and vessels security guards;
Littoral Combat Ship
LCS-1 Freedom
after launching
23.09.2006
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■■ fulfilling of the coast guard func-

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

tions (the boundary service functions);
reconnaissance and surveillance;
anti-boat defense in littoral areas
of seas and oceans;
mine-sweeping operations;
special operations support;
operative logistics support while
lifting of troops, materiel and cargoes.

PROTOTYPES AND ANALOGUES
The YS 2000 Visby Sweden corvette is
considered an ancestor of the LCS. Its
development and construction was
led by the Kockums Company in the
middle 1990s. The ship was a pioneer
in a number of technical and layout
decisions.

It had an unusual architecture of
flat panels with wide angles of slope
with the application of radar absorbent constructional materials (composite plastic), which was necessary
to decrease the thermal and infrared
signature on several points. The weapon was completely stowed away flush
inside the bulkheads and the hull,
which was necessary again to meet
low-signature requirements, even the
turret installed outside the artillery
mount had a low-signature design
made of radar absorbent materials fitted with a retractable gun tube. The
mooring equipment and aerial posts
have the same layout, — the features
which usually increase the electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR).
Powerful controlled water jets
were used as propulsion plants, enabling the ship to move fast and maneuverable as well to operate safely
in littoral shallow waters of the sea.
The Stealth technology mount is
closely linked with features of its implementation. The corvette must act
in the littoral area where skerries,
small islands, the broken coastline
will serve as natural noise for the enemy radio detection and ranging.
The ship displacement is 640
tons, the main dimensions are
73×10,4×2.4 m, diesel gas turbine
generators 18600 kW provide the capability to develop the speed of 35
knots, the endurance is 2300 miles.
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The Visby-Class corvettes were designed for anti-mine and anti-submarine defense of the territory waters
that is why their main armament includes not only the 55-mm SAK 57
L/70 artillery mount but also two
127-mm anti-submarine rocket-assisted bomb throwers, four torpedolaunching tube for the 400-mm antisubmarine torpedoes and the Double Eagle remote control submersible vehicles to detect and destroy
mines. To illuminate surface and subsurface environment, the ship is fitted with the Sea Giraffe radar and
the Hydra sonar system with the bottom-bounce sonar (BBS) underkeeltracked and lowering antennas.
In January 2001 the K31 Visby
leading ship entered service with the
Swedish Navy, followed by subsequently built 4 corvettes of the same
type in 2001–2007 (due to increased
expenditures, the sixth corvette order was canceled).
Other countries are also building
ships to guard and patrol the littoral zone, but no one is making fuss
about introducing module constructions. Despite rationality of the idea,
its cost-effectiveness is quite doubtable. The expenditures on the development and production of the highly technological modules and their
maintainability are very high. Another difference from the US ships
is their lesser displacement, moderate full speed (usually less than 30
knots ) on retention of considerable
endurance and a classic displacement body. Again, there exist two
different approaches: the Americans
need ships capable to reach a mis-

sion place offshore their territory as
quick as possible, while other countries are interested in ships which
are able to perform long-term patrolling within a 500-mile zone from
their boundaries.
RUSSIA’S LITTORAL COMBAT SHIP
The PS-500 patrol ship was developed by Russia’s Severny Engineering Bureau located in Saint Petersburg for the Vietnamese Navy.
She has the displacement of 610
tones and the main dimensions are
62.2×11×2.32 m. The ship has a Vform body lines which was implemented for the first time in Russian
shipbuilding practice for ships of
the same class and displacement.
The design of the vessel provided
it with excellent sea — going capacities. Powerful controlled water
jets were used as propulsion plants
delivering the speed of 32.5 knots
and imparting maneuverability to
the ship (small roll displacement at
the circulation pass, “stop” swing,
beam on movement), the endurance is 2500 miles. Each section of
the ship was built separately at the
Severny Shipyard in Saint Petersburg, and the sections assembly
was carried out in Vietnam. On 24
June 1998 the Ba-Son Shipyard in
Ho Chi Minh floated out the leading ship and in October 2001 handed over to the Vietnamese Navy.
The PS-500 ship is designed to
guard marginal waters and the
economic zone, defend civil vessels
and communications in the coastal
regions from combat ships, submarines and boats of the enemy.

Russia itself is also developing the
most up–to–date patrol ships, but
traditionally they are not intended
for the Navy, entering service with
the marine units of the FSB Boundary Service instead. May of 2010
was marked with a ceremonial reveille on the 22460 project ship of
Rubin which had been developed
by the Severny Engineering Bureau
(currently the ship is being operated in the Black Sea). In the same year
the Almaz shipbuilding yard started
two new projects: the ships of Brilliant (Diamond) and Jemchug (Pearl).
The project ships displacement of
630 tones, the length is 62.5 meters,
full speed up to 30 knots, endurance
3500 miles. The steel body provides
the capability to operate in fresh and
broken 20 cm thick ice.
The main armament includes
the 30-mm sextuple artillery mount
AK-630 and two 12,7-mm machine
guns, but if necessary (in case of mobilization) can be augmented by the
Uragan anti-ship missile as well as
AD guided missiles systems of self
defense. The ship mounts a helicopter landing ground providing temporary basing of the Ka-226 helicopter.
The vessel is primarily designed
to: guard the state boundary, natural resources of inner sea waters and
territorial waters, exclusive economic
zone and the continental shelf, combat piracy, carry out salvage and rescue operations and fulfill ecological
control of the sea. By 2020 25 frame
lines are planned to be built.
Another new ship which was added to the inventory of the Russian
boundary servicemen in 2010 is an

Vietnamese Patrol
Vessel HQ-381 built
on Russian project
ПС-500
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ice-type multipurpose coastal guard
vessel. This is the 22120 project
Purga ship. It is designed for operations in Sakhalin and able to overleap over 50 cm thick ice. Its main
dimensions are 70.6×10,4×3.37 meters, the speed range exceeds 25
knots, the endurance is 6000 miles.
The Purga is equipped with a light
30–mm sextuple artillery mount
AK–306 and machine guns but if necessary the aircrafts arsenal can be
augmented significantly. The ship
provides a temporary basing for the
Ka–226 helicopter. Besides, there is
a special high-speed boat on board,
stored in a multipurpose hanger and
set afloat through the stern slip.
In the other part of the world —
New Zealand — multipurpose highspeed and high endurance patrol
ships are also built. In 2010 the Royal Navy of New Zealand added to the
inventory two Ptotector-type ships
called the Otago and Wellington.
They have a displacement of 1900
tones and the main dimensions are
85×14×3.6 meters, the full speed is
22 knots, with the endurance of 6000
miles. The main armament includes
the 25-mm artillery mount DS25
and two 12,7-mm machine guns.
8 ● ARMS Defence Technologies Review

The ship mounts the SH–2G Seasprite
constant basing helicopter, 3 assault
RHIB-type boats (two 7.74-meter and
one 11-meter boats).
The vessel is primarily designed
to: guard the state boundary, territorial waters, exclusive economic zone,
conduct sea rescue operations, provide assistance to the customs service, nature protection department,
Ministry of fishery and police.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE FIRST
LITTORAL COMBAT SHIP
In February 2004 the US Navy Command finally approved of the construction of the LCS. The estimated
number of units for the Navy was 55.
On 2 June 2005 the LCS leading combat ship was ceremonially founded
at the Marinette Marine Shipyard in
Marinette, Wisconsin. It was LCS–1
named Freedom. On 23 September
2006 with even greater solemnity the
ship was set afloat and on 8 November 2008 following all-round tests
she was delivered to the Navy on the
Lake Michigan with a basing site in
San-Diego, California.
The LCS-1 Freedom has a displacement of 2839 tones and is a water displacement — type monohu-

ll ship with a length of 115.5 meters, width of 17.5 meters and water draft of 3.7 meters. The ship has
a V-form body lines. A big bulkhead
is situated in the middle and occupies about a half of the body’s length
and from one to another board in
width. Its greater part is occupied by
a huge hanger and two sections intended for changeable combat modules. The body is made of steel, whilst
the bulkhead is an aluminum alloy.
According to the Stealth Technology
all outside walls of the bulkhead are
manufactured from flat panels with
wide angles of slope.
A huge landing strip is located
in the aft (in fact, it is a take off and
landing deck, 1.5 times as big as
those of the modern cruisers and destroyers), which is capable to maintain not only the SH-60/MH — 60 Sea
Hawk helicopters and MQ-8 UAV Fire
Scout but the US Navy biggest CH53/MH — 53 Sea Stallion helicopters.
Practically the whole part of the
aft is a big cargo module with a system of guides and electric motors designed to displace special purpose
modules and different controlled and
inhabitable devices inside the accommodations and to install them
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into working cells inside the bulkhead when the ship undergoes transformations to fulfill a particular mission. Big deck hatches, board transom ports with a ramp and a loading
and launching device for surface and
sub-surface machinery are used to
load and unload modules.
Four Rolls-Royce water jets are
used for propulsion — two fixed jets
inside and two rotating ones outside by which the ship can develop
a speed of 45 knots and is very maneuverable (at a full speed the vessel traverses a 530-meter circulation
in diameter). The main power plant
consists of the Rolls-Royce MT30 two
gas turbines 36 MBt each, two ColtPielstick 16PA6B STC cruising diesels
and four Isotta Fraschini V1708 diesel
generators 800 KBt each. The ship endurance is 3550 miles at an 18-knot
economic run.
Taking into account that the key
feature of the ship is a rapid change
of the configuration provided by
special purpose modules fitted with
combat systems, the built in armament includes only the 57-mm artillery mount Mk 110 (the ammunition
load is 880 rounds) mounted on the

fore and the RAM Mk31 air defense
system (a 21-round launcher on the
hanger roof ), as well as four 12.7-mm
machine guns on the bulkhead.
The ship is equipped with the
COMBATSS–21 combat information and control system comprising
means of detection and armament
systems (including special purpose
modules). Under TT3 the system
completely meets the requirements
of the C2 open architecture enabling
the vessel to exchange data automatically with any types of ships of
the US Navy types, Coast Guard and
means of special operations forces. The ship TRS–3D (developed by
the German EADS) radar and electro-optical infrared station detect air
and surface targets. The subsurface
situation is illuminated by the multifunctional hydroacoustic station
with tracked antenna and mine BBS.
The SKWS installation developed by
the Terma A/S company (Denmark)
is used for radar and infrared jamming. The radioelectronic warfare
system is designed for radio and
electronic intelligence collection.
And now, a few words about the
main feature of the ship-changeable

special purpose modules. Overall
the vessel can accept up to 20 combat module platforms. The automatic
change of modules has already been
worked out on the Sea Fighter testing ship. Similarly to a computer term
“plug-and-play”, the automatic configuration was called “plug-and-fight”.
Nowadays there are three types
of modules:
■■ MIW — anti-mines configuration,
■■ ASW — anti-submarine configuration,
■■ SUW — anti-surface targets configuration.
A configuration change is expected to take 24 hours.
Apart from that, the ship can be
used as a high speed military means
of transport. Performing this function, the LCS-1 is capable of transporting (under TT3) up to 750 tones
of military cargoes, up to fully
equipped 970 troops (in temporarily prepared living compartments) or
up to 150 units of combat materiel or
supplementary equipment (including 12 BTRs and 20 BMPs ). Loading
and discharging is performed on the
moorage directly through the board
landing ramp.
Building of LCS-3
Fort Worth ship
Freedom second
class
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Visby type Swedish
Corvette K 32 Helsingborg built with
a wide use of Stealth
technology

The second LCS-2 ship called Independence was founded on 19
January 2006 at the Austal USA
Shipyards in Mobil, Alabama.
On 30 April 2008 the ship was set
afloat and on 18 October 2009 allround tests carried out in the Gulf
of Mexico were finished. The LCS-2
was ceremonially delivered to the US
Navy on 16 January 2010.
The LCS-2 Independence is a triple-hulled vessel with outriggers
the displacement of which is 2784
tones and manufactured from aluminum alloys. Its length is 127.4 meters,
width — 31.6 meters, water draft —
3.96 meters. The main body has a cutwater profile and is a one-piece construction with a bulkhead which unlike the LCS-1 has a shorter length, but
greater width. The greater part of the
bulkhead is occupied by a huge hanger designed for helicopters, UAVs and
changeable combat modules. It can
carry two SH -60/MH — 60 helicopters
or one CH-53/ MH-53 chopper as well
as MQ-8 UAV Fire Scouts.
The LCS-2 is fitted with four Wartisila water jets, two of them are
fixed and located inside and the
others are rotating outside. The
main power plant consists of two
LM2500 gas turbine engines, two
MTU 20V8000 diesels and four diesel generators. The full speed is 47
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knots, but in the course of the test
the ship developed even 50 knots.
The ship is able to cover 4300 miles
at a 20-knot economic speed.
Like LCS-1 the LCS 2-has a huge
landing strip, under which there is
a section for changeable special purpose modules, but due to the layout features (a trimaran is much wider) they have a big and useful area.
According to the Stealth Technology
the bulkhead of the vessel is made of
flat panels with wide angles of slope.
External sides of the outriggers and the
main body also have a reverse slope.
The Independence ship main armament is practically identical to
that of the LCS-1. The vessel is fitted
with the ICMS combat information
and control system of the open architecture developed by the Northrop
Grumman. The surface environment
illumination and target marking is
carried out by the Sea Giraffe radar
station, the AN/KAX-2 infrared electro-optical and day channel station,
the Bridgemaster-E navigation radar.
The radioelectronic warfare system
ES-3601, three SuperRBOK and two
Nulka installations are mounted on
the LCS-2 for jamming and decoy targets launching. The subsurface situation illumination is performed by
the mine and SSTD torpedo bottombounce sonars.

Depending on the special purpose modules mounted (MIW,ASW
or SUW), the LCS-2 may be used as
a mine sweeper, anti-submarine, assault or patrol ship. Besides, the LCS-2
may be used for operative transportation of military cargoes, materiel and
fully equipped air assault personnel.
ESTIMATIONS AND MISCOUNTS
Finishing the LCS-1 and LCS-2 construction, one — on the float and
the other — on the berth, it turned
out that “relatively low-budget ships”
proved to be expensive. Again, as in
the case of other military programs
of the Pentagon expenditures on
littoral combat ships development
began soaring wildly. As a result on
January 12th, 2007 the US Naval Minister Donald Vinter gave orders to suspend for 90 days all works on the construction of the second «Freedom»
type ship — LCS-3 as its cost from expected 220 million dollars has grown
to 331-410 million though initially
the cost for unit was estimated by the
program in 90 million dollars.
During tests of both LCS ships a lot
of lacks and various omissions have
been revealed. However all this has
been accepted for further service as
the ships are overhead and their lacks
should be eliminated by the results
of operation. Therefore already on
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February 15th, 2010 «Freedom» left
in the first independent long voyage
to Caribbean Sea and even has taken part in the first fighting operation,
having prevented around the coast of
Colombia an attempt of transportation of a large consignment of drugs.
Contracts on LCS-3 and LCS-4
supply were renewed in 2009. The
first was called «Fort Worth», and the
second «Coronado» after the cities
with the same name in states Texas
and California. The US Defense Minister Robert Gates declared financing
in 2010 of three littoral combat ships
and confirmed the intention to get
in total 55 ships of this class. But after promulgation of the military budget for 2010 it was found out that the
total purchase value of «Freedom»
and «Independence» overhead ships
has appeared is equal to 637 million
and 704 million dollars accordingly!
Really, conceived initially as the inexpensive ships, LCC have reached
costs of «Spruance» type destroyers which had being built in the end
of the last century.
Nevertheless, on December 28th,
2010 the US Congress has approved
the offer of the US navy on the closing of contracts on purchase of 20
LCS littoral combat ships. On a plan
of the US navy command it will allow to keep a competition and operatively provide a delivery of necessary quantity of the modern fighting ships to fleet. The program of

purchase of the ships for a total sum
about 5 billion dollars provides financing of building by annually
each company of one ship in 2010
and 2011 which will be increased to
two ships a year from 2012 to 2015.
Besides the ships intended for the
US navy, the companies «Lockheed
Martin» and «General Dynamics» actively advance for export the recasts
of its littoral combat ships under designation LCSI (Littoral Combat Ship
International) and MMC (Multi-Mission Combatant). Their basic difference is the high-grade built in arms.
These projects are classical modern
multi-purpose frigates with «unreconfigurable» arms structure.
SOME CONCLUSIONS
Analyzing the program of creation of
American LCS ships it is possible to
draw certain conclusions.
The US navy continues a systematic updating of the fleet within the
limits of the accepted strategy «Sea
power of the 21century», carrying out
construction of the perspective ships,
including absolutely new class — littoral combat ships. The modular principle of construction will make it possible for LCS ships to provide diversified operations in a coastal zone, replacing with itself trawlers, frigates,
the support ships.
Carrying out a construction of LCS
ships and destroyers of new generation DDG-1000, the USA continue

a realization of the total force battle concept (Total Force Battle Network) which provides an association
of all fighting units on a battlefield
(in global, regional or local scales) by
a single reconnaissance-data field.
Besides the USA, in any other country the ships similar LCS aren't under construction and aren't developed, except creations of the general rough designs. In other states
building the modern ships of littoral action they look first of all about
the universal patrol ships of the classical one-case scheme with the big
cruising range and displacement from
600 to 1800 tons, intended for actions in its economic zones. As a rule,
they are intended for long patrol under conducting of protection of its
sea borders, struggle against a piracy and terrorism, rescue operations
and other accompanying problems.
The modular principle of construction of arms systems and also cardinal
change of architecture to please technologies «Stealth» are not used anywhere extensively. The preference is
given to easy artillery and machinegun arms, ship helicopters and assault
boats as high-grade combat actions
are assigned to the specialized littoral
ships — corvettes with anti-ship and
anti-submarine weapon, shock and
artillery boats, minesweepers, and
also aircraft of coastal basing.
Leonid Karyakin
USS Independence
(LCS 2)
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Headquartered in Europe
Well-Known in the World
afran Group staff accounts more than 54 000
employees worldwide.
It has €10.760 billion in
sales and €1.2 billion in
R&D expenditures. Safran is No. 1
worldwide in engines for mainline
commercial jets (partnership with
GE), in landing gear, wheels and carbon brakes, in helicopter flight controls and last but not least in fingerprint-based biometric recognition.
SAFRAN SA operates as a hightechnology company and engages
in aerospace, defense, and security
businesses worldwide. Headquartered in Paris, the company operates in various industrial segments,
including aircraft engines, and also
supplies aircraft components used
on U.S. military platforms, as well as
civil aviation customers. It operates in
aerospace propulsion, aircraft equipment, and defense and security.
Its Aerospace Propulsion segment
designs, develops, produces, and
markets propulsion systems for commercial aircraft, military transport,
training and combat aircraft, rocket
engines, civil and military helicopters, tactical missiles, and drones.
This segment also provides maintenance, repair, and overhaul services,
as well as sells spare parts.
The company’s Aircraft Equipment
segment specializes in mechanical,
hydromechanical, and electromechanical equipment, including landing gear, wheels, brakes and associated systems, thrust reversers and
nacelles, composite material parts, engine control systems and associated

S
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equipment, transmission systems,
wiring, electrical connection systems,
ventilation systems, and hydraulic
filters. This segment also offers maintenance, repair, and related services,
as well as sells spare parts.
Safran’s Defense segment designs, develops, manufactures and
markets optronic, avionic, and electronic solutions and services, as
well as critical software for civil and
defense applications. This segment
provides inertial navigation systems
for aviation, naval, and land applications; flight commands for helicopters; tactical optronic systems; unmanned aerial vehicles; and defense
equipment and systems.
The company’s Security segment
offers biometric technologies for fingerprint, iris, and face recognition;
identity management solutions; and
access management and transaction
security solutions, including smart
cards, as well as tomographic systems for the detection of dangerous
or illicit substances in baggage.
Naval Component
Safran is number one in Europe in
Inertial Navigation systems that are
widely used in Navy by surface vessels and submarines. The Sagem company, which is a member of the Safran
group, develops and manufactures
high-performance,
high-precision
inertial navigation systems for the
complete spectrum of surface vessels,
from aircraft carriers to patrol ships
Recent naval programs, such as
the FREMM European Multi-Mission
Frigate, are equipped with these inertial navigation systems. Some of the
most emblematic systems combining
sophisticated inertial navigation and
computer technologies are deployed
in naval aviation applications.
Sagem proposes at-sea alignment solutions for aircraft carriers,
for example, which enable the ship’s
navigation system to be aligned
with navigation systems on carrierborne aircraft.

The laser gyro inertial navigation
system developed and manufactured
by Sagem offers long endurance during dives and is capable of operating
in very severe magnetic environments
with no loss of performance.
The open and modular architecture of the inertial navigation system
makes it the ideal solution for newgeneration submarines, as well as for
upgrades of current ships.
Certified to the most exacting naval standards, the system produced
by Sagem is used on the Australian
Navy’s Collins-class submarines as
well as Norway’s ULA-class submarine fleet.
Sagem leverages its experience
in the self-protection of surface vessels to provide integrated and modular solutions adapted to all types
of ships (aircraft carriers, frigates,
corvettes, patrol ships, etc.) and all
types of threats.
Sagem’s offering encompasses
optronics systems for passive surveillance, observation and warning
systems for threat detection/identification, as well as fire control and
self-defense systems for threat deterrence and destruction.
Submarines are an essential part of
the modern navy, being used for surveillance, attack, deterrence and many
other missions. Safran is a long-standing equipment supplier in this market,
specializing in inertial navigation and
optronicsbased defense systems.
With six boats being delivered to
India, and four more ordered by Brazil in December 2009, the Scorpène
class submarine is now the best seller
offered by French naval shipyard
DCNS. These submarines feature an
inertial reference unit and optics by
Safran, which has been working with
DCNS for almost thirty years. Nowadays the relationships between two
Enterprices are considered as excellent. It is worth to mention that for
the Brazil contract, all of the Safran’s
equipment was integrated in Toulon
before being shipped there.
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Military Aviation Component:
Engines
The Safran group offers a complete
range of engines for military aircraft.
Today the engines logged by M53-P2
engines on the Mirage 2000, produced by the Safran group, have over
1.5 million flight-hours. Over 200
Rafale M88 engines are in service.
M88-2 Rafale
Wholly designed, developed and
produced by Snecma (Safran group),
the M88-2 powers the Rafale multirole fighter built by Dassault Aviation.
It is also the basis of a new family of
engines built around a common core.
The M88-2 powers both the air
force and naval versions of the Rafale
multirole fighter. It is a new-generation engine that features cutting-edge
technologies such as a low-emissions
combustor, single-crystal turbine
blades and powder metallurgy disks.
The M88-2 also incorporates the latest
advances to reduce its electromagnetic and infrared signature. Its modular
design enhances maintainability and
contributes to high dispatch reliability.
Snecma has developed an upgraded
version, the M88-2E4, to further reduce specific fuel consumption and
augment the lifespan of critical engine
parts, in particular the core and afterburner. These improvements reduce
fuel burn by 2 to 4%.
The compact M88-2 develops
11,250 to 17,000 pounds of thrust
with afterburner. It offers a high
thrust-to-weight ratio and exceptional handling qualities, especially
for acceleration.
Makila
Makila turbo shaft engines power
heavy helicopters such as the Eurocopter twin-engine Super Puma, Cougar and EC725/225, and the Rooivalk
attack helicopter by Denel Aviation.

Designed by Turbomeca (Safran
group), the Makila is a 1,700-shp
class engine (1,300 kW), with growth
potential to 2,400 shp (1,800 kW). It is
offered in five versions, with the latest providing 14% more power, and
maximum takeoff power of 2,100 shp
(1,567 kW). The Makila has earned
a reputation with operators as a safe,
reliable power plant, particularly
under difficult conditions such as
offshore platforms in the North Sea,
or for military missions.
Turbomeca has produced more
than 2,000 Makila engines, totaling
over 7.5 million flight-hours to date
for 90 operators in 50 countries.
The latest version, the Makila 2A, features a new-generation compressor.
Its modular design greatly facilitates
maintenance, repair and overhaul
operations.
Last month the ten thousandth
Arriel production engine, manufactured by Turbomeca, was delivered
to the United States of America
where it will power a United States
Army UH-72A Lakota helicopter.
Today the Arriel is the engine of
choice of 1,300 customers in 110
countries. Since 1977, this engine has
been significantly contributing to the
helicopter industry. Amongst them:
the Eurocopter Ecureuil, Dauphin,
EC130, EC145 and EC155, the Sikorsky
S-76 and the Agusta A109 K2, as well
as the AVIC AC312 and AC311.
Military Aviation Component:
Avionics
Sagem is a specialist in avionics and
inertial navigation, and its expertise
is recognized around the world.
Navigation, flight control and information systems are decisive parts
of any combat aircraft, giving the pilot accurate information, assistance

and flexibility, while guaranteeing
maximum flight safety.
Sagem develops and produces
"dual" solutions for all of these systems, leveraging its ability to produce systems that cover both civil
and military requirements. Sagem
solutions are featured on a number
of today’s leading programs, including, Rafale and the NH90 helicopter.
Avionics systems and equipment from Sagem are in service with
armed forces all over the world.
Inertial navigation units developed by Sagem supply precise aircraft navigation and position data.
They also form the core of the “nav/
attack” system in combat aircraft,
providing the precise data needed
for fire control and weapon release.
Operational missions require detailed planning using ground-based
computer systems before flight plan
and mission data can be uploaded to
onboard computers.
Sagem offers complete avionics
upgrade packages as part of combat
aircraft modernization programs.
Sagem is also the world leader in
helicopter flight controls, offering a
comprehensive range of products
and systems (either as original equipment or retrofits), tailored to the specific requirements of civil and military helicopter manufacturers.
Sagem’s expertise encompasses
flight controls, autopilots, inertial
navigation, observation and data
processing/transmission
systems.
Recent highlights include the development of a fly-by-wire flight control system for the NH-90 European
military helicopter, the only one of
its kind in the world.
Anton Chernov
Military and Political Analyst
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Light aircraft carriers
in the Navy

ocal conflicts and budget restraints encourage
development of light
aircraft carriers as a ship
class.
Low construction and maintenance costs are a strategically important issue for almost all Nations
economies affected by the on-going
global economic crisis that seems to
have no end in sight. Although, the
money-saving issue has always been
on the agenda in the West.
For instance, back in 1960s-1970s
when the HMS Invincible-class carriers were under development the British admiralty, invented a new type
of a ship: the «Through Deck Command Cruiser», since the government
wouldn’t have funded construction
of a ship even vaguely looking like an
aircraft carrier.

L

"Advantages of multiplicity"
Currently only the US can afford
keeping in its inventory a dozen nuclear-powered carriers. Arguments
against keeping such an inventory
are a lack of worthy adversaries and
a deepening crisis of the US dollar.
The pragmatic UK has retained in its
Navy such light aircraft carriers as

the HMS Illustrious and the HMS Ark
Royal — sisterships Invincible-class
that have been put for a long-term
cocooning while new Queen Elizabeth class carriers are not expected
to enter service until 2015-2018.
France, which is economically wellgrounded and more stable compared to most EU Nations, has one
nuclear-powered carrier Charles de
Gaulle, which is more likely a status
symbol and a burden rather than a
needed combat unit. The reason
for that is the lack of an appropriate
enemy and that this is all happening against the background of acute
topical challenges in the EU.
No doubt there are Nations that
can afford maintaining one or two
medium-sized aircraft carriers displacing 40,000-45,000 t. A good example of this is India, which intends to
make use of the former Soviet heavy
air-capable cruiser Admiral Gorshkov.
Such a cruiser will serve as a basis for
one carrier battle group operating as
an independent naval force and concentrated in a strategically important
area. But this value is too close to the
level when it may become too costly
for the national economy on the one
hand and insufficient for systematic

1 See. А.М. Antonov «From «Seawolf» to «Virginia» // Shipbuilding, 2-2006, P. 62.
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operations on the other hand, especially when conflicts can develop in
regions quite distant from one another. We’ve seen this many times
in the global history when a single
ship was a priori incapable of resolving multiple emerging challenges.
For example, in the beginning of the
World War II the British Navy didn’t
possess enough ships to ensure presence of large battleships both in the
Western and in the Eastern theatres
of operations.
In our opinion the lower cost of a
light aircraft carrier creates so-called
«advantages of multiplicity», i.e. the
possibility to build and maintain a
few light aircraft carriers rather than
to build and maintain only one medium-sized carrier. Thus, it is believed1
that the ship construction cost (С)
is in direct relation to the ship’s displacement (D) and dependent on the
exponential rate of technologies employed (TE) or С ≈ [D]*[TE]n
We believe the technologies employed on the ships under comparison will be almost the same (what
can make «difference»?) while the
difference in displacement is twofold — this is a fact that serves as the
basis for our conclusion. For instance,
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the cost of the HTMS Chakri Naruebet
without air component and armament is known to be US $285 m while
the purchase price for an upgraded
ex-Gorshkov without air component
was about US $400-500 m.
We suppose the operating costs of
a light aircraft carrier will be substantially lower compared to a mediumsized carrier. The costs may differ up
to two times. The reasons for that are
the smaller crew and considerably
lower output of the main propulsion
plant while the speed and endurance
are almost the same.
As a result the construction and
maintenance costs of a light aircraft
carrier are believed to be 2-3 times
lower in comparison with a medium-sized carrier, not to mention
a heavy one.
"Advantages of multiplicity" a priori predetermine a greater success of
a naval operation. Thus, incapacitation of one medium-sized carrier may
result in cancellation of the whole
operation, whereas the loss of one
light aircraft carrier may worsen the
tactical situation but doesn’t jeopardize the whole operation.
However, taking into account
the state of affairs in the countries’
aircraft carrier forces, the clash
of two light aircraft carriers with
one medium-sized aircraft carrier
doesn’t necessarily lead to the fatal consequences for the first ones.
It’s obvious that the opposing ships
possess almost the same detection
and countermeasures capabilities
since they are equipped with quantitatively equal AEW helicopters and
air fleet. We don’t deny that earlywarning aircraft have advantages
over the AEW helicopters. But today
only the US and French carriers are
equipped with Hawkeye airborne
early-warning (AEW) aircraft while
other countries employ only AEW
helicopters. It is this fact that makes it
possible to trade off intelligence and
target designation capabilities of the
ships being compared. The Indian
aircraft carrier Vikramaditya (ex-Gorshkov) air component will be made
up of 21-24 MiG-29K fighter planes.
For example, the HMS Invincible and
the Principe de Asturias aircraft carriers usually support from 12 to 14
Harrier-family VTOL aircraft .

Certainly the clash of two light
aircraft carriers against one aircraft
carrier requires a good level of cohesion among the former but this is a
different story relating to the tactical skills of the commanding staff.
The direct comparison between
combat capabilities of heavy aircraft
carrier and medium-sized or light aircraft carrier is inappropriate by definition because of the evident advantages of the first type.
However we are left to ask the
following question: What is the current probability of a direct clash
between US carrier battle groups
and the Navies of other Nations?
And: What is the probability of the
Navy’s engagement in different regional conflicts?
Conflict breeds demand
By answering the first question we
need to recollect that during the
Cold War (see Reference) the anticarrier mission of the Soviet Navy
was ranked second following nuclear deterrence mission at sea. For
the accomplishment of this mission
ad hoc underwater, surface and air
task forces were established while
the anti-carrier mission itself was
considered to be а Fleet operation.
In the course of the following
twenty years the United States triggered conflicts and then participated
in a number of operations with the
employment of its aircraft carriers.
The specific feature of those operations was the establishment of a coalition of allies having an absolute
advantage from the standpoint of
manpower and equipment over an
enemy that had never been adequately strong, decisive or proactive.

On the whole we assume the probability of a direct clash of US aircraft
carriers with the Navies of other countries is low because of the nature of
geopolitical and military operations
with the use of force, which have been
carried out lately by the US, and in
light of the conceptual shift towards
mediated but not direct actions. Guided by common sense it should be noted that it’s irrational to assign to a light
aircraft carriers a mission of ensuring
a direct counteraction to a mediumsized or heavy aircraft carrier.
On the other hand the probability
of new regional politico-military conflicts is quite high and keeps growing
against the background of the current
economic crisis. Currently, regions
with a potential for conflicts are some
areas in the Indian Ocean, and waters surrounding the Spratly Islands.
Conflict in the Mediterranean is also
in progress. The world is becoming
increasingly polarized, which, in turn,
increases the risk of the emergence
of regional politico-military conflicts
of random and unpredictable nature.
In this case, a light aircraft carrier
becomes a naval force of paramount
importance.
Primary functions, technical progress in aircraft designing and restricted dimensions of light aircraft carriers
have predetermined both their role as
a flagship of maritime force and the
choice of their main weapon system,
namely ASW helicopters represented
by the Sea King as the most numerous. The progress in designing VTOL
aircraft and the commissioning of the
Sea Harrier in 1978 made it possible
for the light aircraft carrier to accomplish long-range air defense and strike
missions of a comparably small scale.
Helicopter on Ark Royal’s
flight deck
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The lessons learned in the 1982 Falkland Islands conflict led to the creation of an AEW helicopter by installing a radar on to Sea King helicopter.
As a result, by the mid-1980s there
had evolved a multi-purpose role for
light capital aircraft carrier within the
battle group formation, which operate in forward areas, i.e. far away from
its home base. This concept proved
to be efficient in the course of the
1982 Falkland Islands conflict and decisively fostered interest of a number
of Nations in this type of ship. Many
specialists would point out such vulnerabilities of the Sea Harrier’s low
endurance, short range, insufficient
weaponry and engine troubles. It
should to be noted, that following
the conflict, these VTOL aircraft vulnerabilities were minimized if not
resolved. In the mean time, the importance of the HMS Invincible as a
capital ship in the battle group formation of the UK maritime task force
is quite clear. The latter, along with
yet another series of budget constraints, made it possible for three
aircraft carriers of this class to be retained in the Royal Navy until now.
In the 1960s there was developed
the concept of a multi-purpose aircraft carrier, where fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft did not solely comprise the main weaponry. The most
remarkable examples of this concept
are the Italian helicopter cruisers Andrea Doria (entered service in 1964)
and Vittorio Veneto (1969), the French
Jeanne d’ Arc (1964) and some others fitted with an aft flight deck. The
aircraft carrier Giuseppe Garibaldi
entered service with the Italian Navy
Helicopter cruiser
Andrea Doria
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in 1985 as a flagship of the Multi-purpose Carrier Battle Group in the Mediterranean. The carrier was fitted with
a through-deck and embarked VTOL
aircraft. In this context it needs to
be mentioned that Soviet Kiev-class
aircraft carriers are armed with ASW
helicopters and VTOL aircraft combined with long-range anti-ship missile system. The opposite concept is
represented by the Soviet Leningradclass helicopter cruisers, whose only
specialty was anti-submarine warfare.
Another way of employing helicopters in the Navy was their use
aboard amphibious ships. The war in
Korea had proved the effective use
of helicopters. This resulted in the
conversion of three US Essex-class aircraft carriers into helicopter amphibious assault ships. The Royal Navy did
the same for the HMS Bulwark and
the HMS Albion. These ships implemented the concept of vertical envelopment, i.e. the landing of airborne
force, combined with horizontal maneuver, i.e. the landing of marines and
matйriel from the amphibious and
tank landing ships on the sea shore.
Starting from the 1960s all US amphibious ships have been equipped
with take-off/landing pads, while in
1961 the US Navy received the first
amphibious assault ship, helicopter
(landing platform, helicopter — LPH)
of special design the USS Iwo Jima.
Assault force didn’t come
in handy
The evolution ended up with the
creation of general-purpose amphibious assault ships as delivery
platforms for landing craft (displace-

ment boats, hovercraft and helicopters). Ships of this type had a launching dock, an aircraft hangar and a
flight deck. In practice the concept of
general-purpose amphibious assault
ship was developed in two ways:
■■ Firstly, there were developed
Landing platform docks (LPD)
with a large island (usually a bow
one), an aft flight deck, and a
launching dock. The US Raleighclass LPDs became the first ships
of this nature (3 ships, 13.9 thousand tons of full load displacement) along with Austin-class LPDs (12 ships, 16.5 thousand tons).
The lead ships entered service in
1962 and 1965 accordingly.
■■ Secondly, there were developed
general-purpose amphibious assault ships of an aircraft carrier design, featuring a through deck, an
aircraft hangar, and a launching
dock for landing craft. The first examples of this design were 15 US
Tarawa-class general-purpose amphibious assault ships (39.9 thousand tons of displacement). The
lead ship entered service in 1976.
In practice there were quite a few
examples of building a landing platform dock with helicopter capabilities
and capable of providing for an assault
team landing through the bow ramp.
Thus, back in 1978 the Ivan Rogov
large amphibious ship entered service; its full load displacement was
11.580 tons, it combined the features
of a helicopter landing platform (LPH)
dock and a tank landing ship (LST). In
an attempt to extend this concept
there was designed but not built a
multi-purpose amphibious assault
ship project 11780 featuring large
angled deck; it could accommodate
12 helicopters and 2-4 landing boats.
In practice the concept materialized
in the Italian multi-purpose amphibious assault ship San Giorgio (entered
service in 1987, displacement of
7.6 thousand tons), equipped with
a through deck and a through hold
running from the bow ramp to the
launching dock.
The main reasons impeding the
development and construction of a
fully-fledged general-purpose amphibious assault ship (a combination
of LPH, LPD and LST) are thought to
be high construction cost and the
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AV 8B Harrier and
MH-53E Sea Dragon
on the deck of the
amphibious assault
ship Nassau LHA 4

fact that specifications of all three
types are difficult to reconcile in one
platform. However, we suppose the
prime cause not to build such a ship
was the lack of need, since largescale amphibious operations were
not on the horizon while the available ships were sufficient for a limited military invasion involving the
use of force and for accomplishing
MP tasks. Thus, according to Jane’s,
in 1988 the US Navy had 23 landing
ships, tank (LST) in their inventory.
According to the soviet analysts2,
the use of a bow ramp has increased
the accessibility of a coastline from
a Ivan Rogov-class large amphibious
ship by 17%, which was a good figure for the Soviet Navy but insignificant for the US Navy.
Amphibious air-capable ships
became popular in the Navies of
capitalist Nations. For example, in
1988 the US Navy had 27 helicopter landing platform docks. Unlike
amphibious air-capable ships, light
aircraft carriers and helicopter cruisers didn’t get much attention in the
Navy. We assume the prime cause
remains unchanged — there was no
need for them. A polarized world
distinguished the roles between
the Navies, and assigned the US and
the USSR a task to resist each other
in oceans while leaving for their allies operations in adjacent seas conducted with the use of maritime
patrol aviation. We believe it is specifically this fact that made the Russian

public mistakenly think that the Navy
had only so-called fully-fledged
(i.e. heavy) aircraft carriers equipped
with conventional aircraft taking-off
with a run and landing with use of
arresting gear. In the meantime, it’s
the 21st century now and unlike the
Soviet Union, Russia exists in a different geopolitical environment and
with a different economic model.
The end of the Cold War and deescalation of the polarized resistance
followed by geopolitical transformations, have caused the shaping-up
of new regional and global political
centers. The collapse of integrated
economies (Council of mutual economic assistance and the USSR),
integration of economic territories
(European Union, EurAsEC Eurasian
Economic Community, MERCOSUR
trading bloc and some others) and
emergence of new economic leaders (China, India and Brazil) are evidently shaping up a more multiplypolarized world and limiting budget
allocations for the Navies. In total,
these trends have required the revision of naval strategies in a number of Nations and made the need
for aircraft carriers more relevant
to contemporary developments.
Multi-purpose ship as a new
class of ships
For instance, the first post-World
War II aircraft carriers with a through
deck were built in Japan: in 1996 the
lead helicopter LPD Osumi entered

service followed by 2 more carriers
of this class within the next 5 years.
Her full displacement is 14,000t, she
can accommodate up to 10 tanks
and 330 marines. The launching
dock houses 2 air cushion amphibious assault landing craft, tank and the
flight deck enables take-off/landing
operations of 4 helicopters. Officially,
Osumi-class carrier is categorized as
an amphibious assault ship, which
doesn’t prevent her from accomplishing ASW missions by taking on board
properly-equipped helicopters.
The construction of the light
aircraft carrier HTMS Chakri Naruebet, which entered service with the
Thai Navy in 1997, and built by the
Spanish shipyard Empressa Nacional
de Bazan as a smaller version of the
aircraft carrier Principe de Asturias,
is a good example of a cheap implementation of the concept of versatility of an aircraft carrier. The HTMS
Chakri Naruebet’s hangar capacity is
10 aircraft. In peacetime the tailored
air group comprises 4 ASW helicopters and 6 assault helicopters. There
are plans to keep in the air group 2
VTOL AV-8S Matador aircraft on the
permanent basis. In wartime there
can be additionally deployed 2 more
helicopters and 6 VTOL aircraft. The
carrier can accommodate up to 675
troopers and wheeled vehicles in
the hangar; landing assault purposes
3 landing craft vehicles, personnel
(LCVP) will be made use of. The carrier design envisages the possibility

2 Kuzin V., Nikolskiy V. The Soviet Navy from 1945 to 1991. – Saint Petersburg.: The Historical naval society, 1996. P. 250. In the mean time, not trying

to contradict the authors we would have regarded this index («accessibility of a coastline from the bow ramp») as a quite factitious one.
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Aircraft management on the flight
deck

to install the air defense missile system with a vertical launcher Mk. 41type (with 16 SAM guided missiles),
4 20-mm gun mount Vulkan-Phalanx,
bidimensional radar, the sonar in the
nose fairing – all the systems haven’t
been installed due to money issue.
The Spanish LHD Rey Juan Carlos
I built in 2009 as an enlarged version
of the Principe de Asturias aircraft
carrier, is a good example of greater
scale of changes applied to the ship
in order to extend her amphibious
assault capabilities. She displaces
27,079 t and is fitted with the stern
dock, quarters for marines and premises for wheeled and tracked vehicles,
and has air capabilities of a basic ship.
The Conte di Cavour aircraft carrier built for the Italian Navy in 2009
is a good example of multi-purpose
aircraft carrier with additional amphibious assault roles. The carrier displaces 22,300t, which is comparable
to a classical aircraft carrier, and can
accommodate in the hangar 20 aircraft of the tailored air group, namely
8 VTOL AV-8B Harrier-II aircraft or future JSF fighter planes, and 12 helicopters. In an attempt to extend her
ASW capabilities the Conte di Cavour
is equipped with a sonar in the bow
bulb hold. The amphibious assault capabilities include a hangar of the size
of 134×21 m, which is loaded from the
stern ramp and side ramp. The typical
combinations of equipment, which
can be loaded into the hangar vary
from up to 100 light vehicles to 24 60ton tanks, with additional accommodation of 360 marines.
We assume we’ve given more than
enough examples of light aircraft
carrier versatilities. As a result it may
18 ● ARMS Defence Technologies Review

be concluded that in late 20th — early 21st century there emerged a new
class of a light multi-purpose aircraft
carrier displacing 20,000-25,000 t; different functional use of the carrier is
due to a combination of such design
features as follow:
■■ the carrier is fitted with a through
deck where enough take-off/
landing pads can be arranged for
the immediate use of aircraft tactical formation,
■■ the carrier has a large cargo space
— hangars accommodating aircraft, combat equipment, landing
craft in different combinations;
the living conditions for the marines may be created for a shortterm stay.
It is this combination of design features that makes it possible to deploy
the ship in different roles like antiship, ASW or amphibious operations.
Thus, the success of a battle between opposing surface ships depends on preventive detection of an
enemy and on who makes the salvo
first. It is evident that AEW helicopters have an absolute advantage
over surface ship radar in detecting
above-water targets; all the more so,
the number of helicopters deployed
aboard the light aircraft carrier is
great and this enables to significantly
increase the effectiveness of reconnaissance and target designation.
Strike force mobility
Aircraft deployed aboard an air-capable ship substantially increase the
impact of a missile attack against an
enemy. For instance, the on-board
combat load of ammunition on a
modern destroyer is eight Harpoon
anti-ship missiles, which is comparable to the combat capabilities of four
Harrier VTOL aircraft having a supremacy in strike depth compared to
surface ships. In fact, carrier aviation
is able to carry out a number of consecutive strikes against an enemy’s
surface ships without penetrating
their AD and before they reach their
own missile launch line, if any.
The use of VTOL aircraft in an AD
role makes it possible to considerably broaden the line of defense and
to reduce the missile threat posed
by an enemy if not eliminate it.
The use of a light aircraft carrier in

an ASW role substantially increases
the effectiveness of submarine
search at least due to a greater
number of helicopters able to be
deployed. We can easily come to the
same conclusion in regards to the
light aircraft carrier’s landing capabilities that can ensure the first wave
of marines makes a successful landfall in both the vertical and horizontal envelopment of an enemy.
As a result, it’s clear that the light
aircraft carrier is inherently not only
a capital ship in the battle group formation but it is the main component
in a variety of maritime operations.
There is nothing new in this statement; we’ve just summed up multiple
examinations of past naval hostilities.
No doubt, medium-sized carriers
may be engaged in ASW and amphibious operations. Notwithstanding, we assume the effectiveness of
their usage will be lower compared
to light aircraft carriers. For example,
the effectiveness of ASW operations
depend not only on a number of ASW
helicopters aboard the carrier but on
a number of carriers comprising the
scouting front. Taking into account
the cost of these operations the advantages of light aircraft carriers becomes evident, if not overwhelming,
so. We assume the same is true with
respect to amphibious operations.
In the mean time we believe the
co-existence of carrier battle groups
with a medium-sized carrier as a
capital ship and a number of light aircraft carriers as capital ships as well
is feasible, since these ships complement each other and their numbers
are limited only by the economic capabilities of a Nation and its foreign
policy goals.
It’s difficult to deny that it is air
group capabilities that determine
the strike capability of an aircraft
carrier. In this regard aircraft carriers, that employ conventional takeoff and landing fighter planes, have
advantages over light air-capable
ships with VTOL aircraft aboard.
The given advantages are reflected
in the entire spectrum of aircraft performance but VTOL aircraft also may
take a place, though not leading one,
in the world’s naval aviation.
Currently, there is a lack of research on how to improve the perfor-
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mance of VTOL aircraft and on developing a light multi-purpose aircraft.
For instance, the research efforts of
Lockheed in regards to the future JSF
VTOL aircraft received wide publicity
and became topical yet they are far
from being completed.
We suppose there is a simple explanation for that. The so-called «aircraft carrier club» of world’s Navies
is quite limited. There are Nations
like the US, France, Russia and Brazil,
which keep in service heavy and medium-sized aircraft carriers and have
no need to take such research efforts
unlike the UK, Spain and Italy, which
have no funds for these efforts and
prefer to upgrade the available Sea
Harrier VTOL planes.
To confirm the latter idea we may
resort to the UK experience (this was
done on HMS Invincible) that shows
the most preferable way to take-off is
not vertical one of VTOL planes but a
take-off with a short run and the use
of a ski-ramp. This leads to an increase
in aircraft take-off weight by 20-30%.
On HMS Invincible the ski-ramp was
considerably redesigned and renovated while on other light aircraft

carriers built later (i.e. Principe de
Asturias, Chakri Naruebet, Rey Juan
Carlos I и Conte di Cavour) it became
an integral part of the bow of a ship.
A simpler and, accordingly, cheaper
ski-ramp (in comparison with a catapult), ensures relatively fast take-off
for the carrier’s air group. The experience shows HMS Invincible can enable take-off for four VTOL aircraft
and six helicopters within 1 minute.
Fast but cheaper
Light aircraft carrier as a main fighting unit should have a performance
(full speed, primarily) that ensures its
cooperation with other combat ships
of the Navy.
Currently, the top speed of frigates
and destroyers being the primary sea
and ocean ships, ranges from 28 to
32 knots, which sets the speed minimum of 26-28kt for a light aircraft carrier. The aircraft carriers mentioned
above confirm this fact. Thus, HTMS
Chakri Naruebet has a top speed
of 26kt, which makes it possible to
deploy her together with destroyers (Naresun-class, 32kt) and frigates
(Chao Phraya-class, 30kt), with no

deterioration of the battle performance of such a task force. A similar
conclusion appears to be true about
other ships: Conte di Cavour’s top
speed is 30kt, Principe de Asturias’s
is 26kt, and HMS Invincible’s is 30kt.
It shouldn’t be forgotten that such
a speed contributes to the increase in
aircraft lift while taking off the skiramp into the wind.
A choice in favor of a packaged
design of light air-capable ships is
also made due to the type of the
main propulsion plant, namely a generic gas-turbine power plant, which
is widespread not only in this class of
ship but in others as well. For example, the main propulsion plant of the
aircraft carrier Principe de Asturias is
composed of two gas-turbine power
plants of the type LM 2500, having
total output of 46,400 hp, which
were previously used on both new
and old frigates: the Alvaro de Bazan
(2002) and the Santa Maria (1986)3.
HTMS Chakri Naruebet is powered
by a Combined Diesel or Gas-turbine
power plant: for the top speed (26kt)
it employs gas-turbine power plant
LM 2500, while for the economical speed it employs a diesel power
plant, which ensures endurance of
10,000 nautical miles. This is considered to be substantial for a ship with
such a limited displacement.
As a matter of fact, the designers didn’t make use of anything
new when they were developing
light aircraft carriers. As it’s has
been said before all elements of
the armament, matйriel and technical means of these ships have long
been in use and are well mastered
by crew members. It is obvious that
the new element here is a fundamentally new approach of building
a lighter aircraft carrier, which will
be adapted to great extent by the
national economic capabilities. This
approach will be based on a rotation of aircraft types aboard the carrier depending on the mission profile. Still, if we peer into the depths
of history we can see this idea is far
from being a brand-new.

Sea Harrier is a
naval VTOL/STVOL
jet fighter, reconnaissance and
attack aircraft

Yuri Vedernikov

3 It should be noted that in the Spanish Navy the fuel for aircraft and helicopters aboard aircraft carrier Principe de Asturias can also be used for the

main propulsion plant of the escort ship, namely frigate Santa Maria. This substantially facilitates the supplies to the whole carrier battle group.
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PANTSIR-S1 AIR-DEFENCE
MISSILE GUN SYSTEM
he Pantsir-S1 airdefence missile gun
system (ADMGS) is
the natural evolution
of the first and so far
the only air-defence missile gun
system in the world — the Tunguska system — designed in Tula by KBP instrument Design Bureau and put into service in 1982.
Tunguska system was designed
for defence of motorized units
against airplanes and helicopters. The system’s gun armament
ensures engagement of targets
on-the-move, under any weather
conditions, by day and at night.
The performance capabilities
of air attack platforms changed
drastically since the Tunguska
system was put into service with
the Soviet Armed Forces. There
have emerged small size unmanned aerial vehicles, low altitude
high precision cruise missiles and
remotely guided combat and reconnaissance aerial vehicles featuring extremely low optical,
radar and IR signature. Flight

T

Fig. 1. Combat vehicle
of the Pantsir-S1 system
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speed of some targets increased
up to 1000 m/s. Missile armament of the Tunguska ADMGS
intended for engagement of
large manned aircraft turned out
to be ineffective when countering new threats.
The Pantsir-S1 ADMGS was developed to fundamentally change
the system’s performance capabilities in terms of interception zones,
reduction of time required for operation, capability to engage all
types of targets and broader use
of missile armament.
Outcome of the modern
military conflicts (Yugoslavia,
Afghanistan and Iraq) was to
great extent determined by
concentrated air strikes effected against the most important
military and economic assets
into the depth of the countries’
territory.
Analysis of the said conflicts
revealed that all air raids commence with suppression of the
enemy’s air defence by concentrated air attacks with the use

of precision-guided weapons like
Harm (ARM), cruise missiles like
Tomahawk and guided aircraft
bombs like GBU-15 and GBU-16.
A large number of drones may
be flying above the objects under
attack for adjustment of target
coordinates and assessment of air
raid efficiency during an air attack. Moreover, sabotage groups
airdropped in soft-skinned and
lightly-armoured vehicles may
break through to important
objects under defence.
Therefore, SHORAD systems
are also intended to engage
drones, light combat vehicles
and enemy’s manpower in area
of the defended objects.
Large number of targets and
high density of air attacks require
air defence assets to ensure high
target engagement rate, as well
as to possess a numerous readyto-fire and quickly replenishable
ammunition load.
Because of their high price the
long range air-defence systems
may not be available in sufficient
quantity to ensure direct defence
of a large number of small size
and pin-point military and economic objects with a radius of
1.5-3.0 km which amount to minim of 70% of all the objects to
be defended. Besides, the long
range air-defence systems can
not make use of their capabilities in short range and when
used against low altitude targets
in difficult terrain.
SHORAD systems with maximum firing range of 15-20 km
play an important part in air defence. Systems of this class significantly outperform the long
range systems in terms of cost
efficiency.

land forces
The Pantsir-S1 SHORAD system
(see the photo of the combat vehicle in Fig.1) designed at KBP Instrument Design Bureau (KBP) is
intended for air defence of important small size and pin-point military and industrial objects, infantry
units and tactical formations as well
as for reinforcement of air defence
groups at low and extremely low
altitudes when countering concentrated air strikes effected with the
use of precision-guided weapons.
The system features:
■■ multitarget capability, i.e. enga-

gement of virtually all types of
aerial targets, primarily all types
of precision-guided munitions
approaching an object under defence at a speed of up to 1000 m/s
from different directions, aircraft
flying at a speed of up to 500 m/s,
helicopters, UAV, as well as lightly

armoured ground targets and enemy’s manpower;
■■ combined missile and gun armament ensuring continuous impact area and continuous firing
starting from a distance of 18-20
km to 200 m from targets at altitudes of 5 m to 15 km;
■■ multimode adaptive radar and
optical weapon control system
operating in UHF, EHF and IR
wavebands, this ensuring high
jamming immunity and survivability under electronic countermeasures and suppression by fire
with the use of ECM means and
HARM missiles, and high reliability of the system operation;
■■ high target engagement rate
due to short reaction time, high
speed missiles and availability
of multi channel control system
operating in wide sector;

■■ the use of high precision com-

mand missile guidance system allowed development of a small size
and high maneuverability surfaceto-air missile (SAM) featuring high
efficiency and low cost;
■■ large number of missiles in one
combat vehicle (12 pcs.);
■■ small size two-stage bi-caliber
SAM with solid fuel booster ensuring high average speed, maneuverability and efficient engagement of all types of targets
due to high lethality fragmentation rod warhead and high precision SAM guidance system;
■■ firing against a receding target ensures double increase of
impact depth and the systems
performance capabilities when
used against manned aircraft,
UAV, strategic cruise missiles and
tactical cruise missiles;

Table 1. The main performance specifications of the system
Specification

Value

Armament

Missile and gun

Ammunition load, pcs:
– SAM in launcher guides
– artillery rounds

12
1400

Control system configuration

Target search radar, target tracking radar with phased
antenna array, autonomous optical
electronic system

Number of targets fired at simultaneously within
the sector of ± 45°, pcs

4

Airplane detection range, km

32 – 36

Airplane tracking range, km

24 – 28

Impact zones, m:
by missiles
– in range
– in altitude
by guns
– in range
– in altitude

1200 – 20000
10 – 15000
200 – 4000
0 – 3000

Maximum speed of targets, m/s

1000

SAM guidance system

radio command with IR and radar sighting

Response time, s

4–6

Missile salvo capability

ensured

Day and night, all-weather operation of gun
and missile armament

ensured

Engagement of ground targets by guns and missiles

ensured

Firing guns and missiles on the move

ensured

Crew members

3
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Fig. 2. Configuration of the Pantsir-S1 combat vehicle

SR antenna column
with drive mechanisms

Launcher guides for twelve 57E6-E missiles

IFF antenna
Autonomous optical post with
drive mechanisms

Two 2A38M AA guns

Turret mount

Optronic sensor
Thermal imager

Automatic target tracker

Air conditioner

CV crew compartment

IFF

Central computer

Multifunction target tracking
and missile sighting radar
Units of the
system of automatic
equipment

Communication
equipment

Data recorder

Vertical laying
gear

Slip ring

Control panels
(18’’ display)
Air conditioner
Nuclear and chemical
protection equipment

KAMAZ truck

TSR equipment

Turret
traversing
mechanism

PSS
Navigation
system

Intercom

Weapons module
with turret mount

PSS module

■■ firing missiles on the move (or at

Fig. 3. Modifications of
Pantsir-S1 AD system

short halts) extends the system’s
combat application;
■■ fully automatic combat operation
mode both as a stand-alone unit
and within a battery consisting
of several combat vehicles, this
allowing to reduce psychophysical stress to crew members;
■■ independent combat use due to
availability of means of detection,
tracking and engagement in one
combat vehicle;
■■ high guidance accuracy ensured
by the use of IR long waveband
channel with logic signal processing and automatic target
tracking;
■■ modular design of combat vehicle and system as a whole allows
various modifications based on
the basic system.
Table 1 describes the main performance specifications of the Pantsir-S1 combat vehicle.
The mobile version of the Pantsir-S1 system includes: combat
vehicle (up to 6 CV in one battery), surface-to-air missile, 30 mm
round, transporter-loader vehicle
(one loader per two CV), maintenance equipment and training
equipment.
The combat vehicle is intended to perform the tasks assigned
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to the system in terms of engagement of a wide range of aerodynamic and ground targets including those lightly armoured and
enemy’s manpower.
CV main features:
■■ independent combat operation;
■■ combined missile and gun arma-

ment;
■■ multimode jamming resistant ra-

dar optical guidance system;
■■ all-weather capability;
■■ automatic combat operation

mode;
■■ simultaneous firing against four

targets;
■■ coordination of actions within

the battery;
■■ armour protection of the crew

against bullets and splinters.
Configuration of the system CV is
described in Fig.2.
As seen in the figure the CV features modular design:
■■ control module accommodating
CV crew;
■■ weapons module;
■■ turret mount;
■■ power supply system compartment (PSS).
The modular design allows various system configurations including
stationary variant.
Various configurations of Pantsir-S1 AD system are shown in Fig. 3.

Navy

Airborne assault troops

Unified systems

Air Force

Land forces

land forces
Fig. 4. Target search/designation radar specifications
Legend
units mounted on the antenna-rotating station

IFF antenna
units mounted in a turret

Output power amplifiers

units mounted in a control bay

Transmitter/receiver module

Indication panel of protection and alarm
activation device (PAAD)

Pattern forming line circuit

IFF

PAAD

Drive control
unit
Signal processing unit

Azimuth rotation drive
Heterodyne and
transmitter signals
generator

Secondary power
supply unit
Folding\unfolding system

The system may be mounted on
lightly armoured vehicles providing
powerful and mobile air-defense asset for airborne assault troops, as
well as on wheeled and tracked
chassis for Air/Land Forces air-defense units or Navy vessels.
The information assets of the airdefense system include target search
radar (TSR), target/missile tracking
radar (TTR) and optical/electronic
system (OES).
Make-up of the TSR is shown in
Fig. 4.

Azimuth coverage zone, degr.
Elevation coverage, degr.

Console computer

TSR provides automatic tracking of up to 20 targets, submitting three coordinates and radial
velocity component for each target into CV central computer. Besides that TSR identifies friendly/
enemy targets and target types
(plane, helicopter, small-size target), thus increasing the system
kill probability.
High combat performance of
Pantsir-S1 AD system is guaranteed
substantially due to employment
of multi-functional target tracking
± 45
(360° subject to
turret rotation)
from-5 to +85

radar (TTR) featuring phased antenna array (PAA). The make-up of the
TTR is shown in Fig. 5.
Purpose:
■■ target designation reception, fine
search, automatic target acquisition and tracking
trajectory tracking– up to 8
priority targets – up to 3
■■ post-launch automatic acquisition and tracking of up to 4 SAM
■■ encoding and transmission of
guidance commands to the
tracked SAMs

Target coordinates measurement precision
– azimuth/elevation, mrad.

0.2/0.2

Maximum target tracking range,
km
– RCS=2 m2

24

– velocity, m/sec

– RCS=0.03 m2

7

Radial velocity measurement range, m/sec

– range, m

3.0
2

Fine search area following TSR target designation
in 1 sec. with 0.9 probability

– target

– In azimuth, degr.

±2.5

– SAM

– In elevation, degr.

±2.5

Simultaneous tracking: Simultaneous tracking:

– In range, m

±200

– targets

up to 3

– SAMs

up to 4

Operating band

10 to 1000
from 30 to 2100

K
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Fig. 5. Make-up of the multi-functional target tracking radar
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Fig. 6. Make-up of the Optronic system
Electronic units mounted in the tower of the combat vehicle

Legend
optronic system units

Optronic sensor
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Control unit
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Autonomous optical post
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supply unit
Torque motors
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in a control bay
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land forces
Features:
■■ main transmitting\receiving anten-

na with multielement feed-through
mm-band PAA ensuring high-precision target and SAM tracking
■■ gathering phased-array receiveonly antenna ensuring acquisition and gathering of SAM into
main array
The TTR incorporates two stations one of which is a receive-only
terminal intended for SAM beacon
signal perception by few-element
phased antenna array (PAA), the latter measuring three coordinates of
SAM and employed for missile gathering into main radar pattern. The
second multi-element PAA station
is a transmitting-receiving antenna
irradiating both SAM and target with
the following specifications:
■■ coordinates determination accuracy:
in azimuth, mrad �������������������������0.2
in elevation, mrad �����������������������0.2
in range, m�������������������������������������3.0
in velocity, m/sec�������������������������2.0
■■ simultaneous automatic tracking:
targets������������������������������������� up to 3
missiles����������������������������������� up to 4
maximum target detection range,
RCS 2 m2, km ���������������������������������24
operating band ������������������������������� К

Employment of PAA allows for
implementation of three firing
channels for three targets in allweather radar mode, thus, the most
critical target may be engaged with
2 SAM salvo. Besides, by means of
the PAA gathering, the TTR provides radar acquisition and SAM
gathering from the dispersion area
of the first unguided stage of the
missile flight into precise guidance
channel of the main PAA. Employment of radar gathering allows for
significant improvement of the missile flight performance due to application of high-energy composite
propellant booster.
Along with target angular coordinates and range tracking the TTR also measures three coordinates of the
SAM (two angles and range) based
of the SAM beacon signals and transmits guidance commands to SAM.
The TTR operates in HF wave
band providing for high precision of
angular coordinates measurement
and low-altitude targets handling.
Firing against ground targets
and extremely low-altitude targets
employs optical\electronic system
(OES) of target and missile tracking.
The make-up of the OES is shown
in Fig. 6.

The OES is integrated into autonomous optical post (AOP) intended for laying the OES optical axes
according to the signals received
from the central computer within
the following angular range:
in azimuth, degr.�����������������������± 90
in elevation,
degr. ���������������������from – 5 to + 82
OES provides final targeting
according to the target designation
received from CC and automatic target acquisition as well. Target tracking is conducted in 3 -5 µm IR range
and provides round-the-clock application of missile armament in optical
operation mode. Automatic tracking
range (with weather visibility range
of 10km) is as follows:
F-16 aircraft, km������������� 17.0 – 26.0
ARM «Harm», km�����������13.0 – 15.0
CM ALCM, km����������������� 11.0 – 14.0
SAM sighting is conducted in
close IR range spectrum (0,8 µm),
the missile sustainer stage is sighted
by the SAM optical responder pulse
signals providing high jamming immunity of the channel from thermal
dummy targets.
Narrow fields of view of the optical channels and high accuracy of
the AOP gearless engine drives ensure measuring of the target and

Fig. 7. Combat operation mode of the Air-Defense Missile-Gun System Pantsir-S1
Stand-alone combat operation

Battery operation (master-slave).
Master CV
Leading CV

The versatile algorithms of
combat control implemented
in each combat vehicle ensure
its combat operation stability in
different operation modes

Joint operation with control post
and higher level command post
HCP

Battery operation with control post and long-range radar

CV 1
CV 2

CV 4

Detection
radar DT

CV 3
BCP

CV 3

CV 2
CV 1

CV 4

BCP
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Fig. 8. SAM 57E6Е without container

Characteristic features:
- short flight time on the launch trajectory (t - 2.4s, Vmax = 1300m/s);
- high maneuverability after booster separation;
- low ballistic deceleration during booster-free flight (decrease of speed of 40m/s over 1km);
- extended engagement envelope of 20km in range and 15km in altitude;
- heavy weight of the warhead (20kg) at missile’s low launch weight (75,7kg);

missile angular coordinates no
worse than 0.05 mrad in azimuth
and elevation channels.
Systematic errors of the missile
and target channels of the OES are
eliminated during the SAM launch
while the process of automatic cross
adjustment of the missile and target
localizers is running.
Accurate measurement of the
missile angular deviations from the
target line-of-sight ensures highprecision missile guidance at a target in the optical mode of the control system. Optical mode provides
missile firing against targets flying
at extremely low altitudes (at a 5m
altitude above water surface) and
against ground targets.
Distinctive feature of the PantsirS1 system is the availability in a single combat unit of the combined
missile-gun armament and detection and tracking means incorporated by the unified multirange
control system.
This combat vehicle equipment
makes its stand-alone operation
possible. Availability of the hardware with digital communication
channels enables Pantsir-S1 system
to conduct battery operation in different modes:
■■ stand-alone combat operation;
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■■ joint operation with command

post;
■■ battery operation in master-slave
mode;
■■ battery operation jointly with
command post and long-range
radar.
Different modes of Pantsir-S1 operation are shown in the Fig.7
Main features of the control system:
■■ simultaneous firing against four
targets flying in the ±45° sector owing to the use of the multifunctional tracking radar incorporating the EHF-band phased
antenna array and independent
optical channel;
■■ high immunity to any type of
jamming owing to integration of
the radar and optical-electronic means into the single system
which is able to function in dm-,
mm-, and IR wave bands;
■■ capability of salvo firing by two
missiles against one target owing
to the use of the target tracking
radar (TTR);
■■ short reaction time within 4–6
sec owing to the automatic tracking of up to 20 targets by the target search radar (TSR) and target
designating with an accuracy ensuring fast final targeting and

target acquisition by TTR and optical-electronic system (OES);
■■ computation of informative characteristics including target motion rate and target characteristics, selection of weapon type
and assigning firing mode;
■■ realization of a complete combat
operation cycle — from targets
searching to their destruction in
automatic mode;
■■ crew combat operation semiautomatic mode capability.
The gun armament consists
of two 2A38M double-barrel AA
automatic guns adopted from
the Tunguska-M1 weapon system.
They are capable to engage air and
ground-based targets in a zone
of up to 4 km in range and of up to
3 km in altitude.
High performance characteristics of the air-defense missile-gun
system Pantsir-S1 ensure great advantage over foreign countries
short-range AD systems for the AD
systems supplied with Pantsir-S1.
The Pantsir-S1 system has passed
a large number of full-scale field trials and proved its high performance
characteristics under different conditions of combat employment.

V. Slugin, U. Tkachenko

land forces
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RUSSIA MAKES
NEW NAVAL HELICOPTER
The State Weapons Program 2020 put into force by the Kremlin earlier in 2011 calls for procurement of over
a thousand new Russian-made helicopters by until 2021 and development of a few new models. As part of
this effort, three models of naval rotorcraft will be developed: navalized version of the Ka-52 Alligator heavy
reconnaissance-and-strike and that of the Ka-226 light multipurpose. Besides, the Kamov design house is
also tasked with development of a brand-new model for readiness in 2017-2018. These announcements were
made by Dmitry Petrov, Director-General at Russian Helicopters, the national rotorcraft industry merger.

Dmitry Petrov: “The specification of new new
helicopter for the Russian navy was presented
to the industry by the Ministry of Defense”.
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Mr. Petrov said that the Russian navy
has prepared specification to its new
helicopter. This specification was
presented to the industry by the
Ministry of Defense. Kamov is already
working on this project. Dmitry Pertov said that Kamov has amassed vast
experience of shaping helicopters for
the navy, and it will keep its “historic
specialization” in foreseeable future.
Details on the new Kamov design
remain scarce. But it is believed it
will use the technologies developed
in frame of the Kamov Ka-60 and
Ka-62 projects, a medium weight
helicopters for the army and civilian
use, respectively. Speaking to Russian media several years ago, Kamov
general designer Sergey Mikheyev
stated a distinct need for a 5-6 ton

class helicopter for the navy, which
will fall in between the current
Ka-27/28 series NATO code name
Helix and its predecessor lighter
Ka-25 which already quitted active
service. At this time it is unknown
whether the new helicopter will feature Kamov’s characteristic coaxial
layout of main rotors or will employ
classic layout with a single main rotor and tail propeller (or finestron).
A more immediate task is making
a naval version of the Ka-52. Although
developed to the Army specification
to next generation attack helicopter
as the Ka-50 Black Shark, this machine has by now come over a series
of evolutions. One of the recent mutations of the baseline single-seat
Ka-50 is the Ka-52 Alligator featuring

helicopters

PRODUCTION OF RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS OVER YEARS’
2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

72

75

83

94

104

169

183

214

267

> 300

a new cockpit for two crew members.
Arranged side-by-side, the cockpit
is rather large and roomy as compared to the thin, heavily protected
and narrow-glassed Ka-50’s cockpit.
The Ka-52 is, therefore, is much better
suited to reconnaissance and naval
operations that the Ka-50 and its Mil
competitor, the Mi-28N Night Hunter.
The Ka-52 operable prototype made
landings on a number of Russian
warships and on the French navy
Mistral rotorcraft-carrying landing
ship. The Russian MoD has been
considering purchasing two Mistralclass ships from France and obtaining license rights for construction
of two more locally.
The Ka-226 light multipurpose
helicopter was originally developed
for civilian use over land on the base
of the Ka-26. It differs in having
turboshaft engines in place of outdated M-14V pistons and modern
avionics, as well as strengthened
airframe and landing gears. The
Ka-226 is available with Rolls-Royce
Allison engines or Turbomecca Arius. This year the Russian Helicopters
signed agreement with Turbomecca
on use of the French-made engines
on the newer version of the Ka-226T.
Along with the Mi-26T2 and Mi-28N,
the Ka-226 is participating in the
Indian ministry of defense tenders.
The latter machine is the Russian offer in the tender for 197 light multi-

purpose helicopters for the Indian
army which seeks replacement for
outdated “French-line” machines of
the Alouette II/III series.
The Ka-226 features coaxial layout of main rotors which is historical preference of the Russian navy
as this layout fits better in the challenging tasks of operating helicopters from decks of naval ships at sea.
Therefore, three years ago this model
attracted attention of the Russian
border guards who were looking for
a suitable machine to operate from
relatively small patrol boats for naval border control and anti-fishing
in restricted-access sea zones. This
version would meet specific requirements of the border guards and carry
a set of narrowly-tailored equipment
such as powerful searchlights etc.
Speaking about a special version for
the Russian navy now under development, Dmitry Pertov said it can
equip the new-generation corvettes
being built for the Russian navy, obviously hinting at the Steregushiy class.
The above mentioned three naval
helicopters is a small part in the huge
orders for military helicopters that
has been recently approved by the
Russian government. Speaking to
Moscow journalists at a press conference on 12 May 2011, Dmitry Pertov
said the orders for over a thousand
new helicopters have been agreed
upon between the Russian MoD and

the Russian Helicopters. Immediate
manufacturing plan has been put together and accepted by the customer, he added. The immediate plan
calls for about a hundred deliveries in
2011. In the following years the deliveries shall proceed at annual rate of
between 120 and 160 units.
The Russian Ministry of Defense is shifting its earlier practice
of per-year contracts with the local industry to long-term orders.
In particular, the ministry and the
Russian helicopters are putting together five such long-term orders,
for each of the five large final assembly plants situated in Kazan,
Ulan-Ude, Arseniev, Kumertau and
Rostov-upon-Don. First agreement,
with the Rostvertol located in the
city of Rostov-upon- Don, has been
signed already, Petrov collaborated.
It calls for production of the Mi-35M,
Mi-28N and Mi-26 family helicopters.
The Helicopters of Russia’s current backlog is 461 helicopter.
“To this figure we shall add some
more later this year as so-called
“quasi-firm” orders from MoD are
being turned into firm orders”, Dmitry Petrov said. He clarified that
the firming up of these “quasifirm”
orders goes on in the process of
contract placement with the local
manufacturers in frame with the
standard Russian practice on implementation of the Weapons Program.
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program. Announcing this decision,
the deputy minister for industry and
trade Denis Manturov said the government has agreed to allocate Rouble 400 million in 2011, 700 million in
2012 and the remainder in 2013. “We
allocate a moderate sum for this year
since the work is only picking up and
at this stage the industry simply could
not do more that its capacities allow”,
he explained. Meantime, Kamov and
Mil design houses have been competing between each other with
proposals of the Ka-92 and Mi-X1
respectively. One of those shall be
selected later in an internal competition being conducted by their parent
company, the Russian Helicopters.

The big domestic orders will boost
expansion of the Helicopters of Russia’s production capabilities. “We will
further expand our manufacturing
capability to match the growing local and foreign orders”, Petrov said.
The Helicopters of Russia has successfully completed the first phase
of corporate structure building and
now in control of three design houses, five mass production plants and
several major component makers,
with a total workforce of 38,000. By
Russian accounting standards the
company produced products and
rendered services for US dollars 2.7
billion in 2010. By international standards EBITDA various activities generated US dollar 461million. Petrov
claimed the Helicopters of Russia’s
share in the global rotorcraft market
has grown to 14%.
The Russian government helps the
Russian Helicopters to develop improved versions of popular rotorcraft
and those that are being developed
for introduction into service in future.
One of the key programs with the governmental backing is the Mi-171A2.
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This helicopter is a next-generation
version of the long-serving Mi-17,
which itself evolved from the Mi-8.
Today, the share of the Mi-17 family machines in the total production
output of the Russian Helicopters is
75%. The Mi-171A2 shall obtain certification in 2014. The government
also funds development of the Mi-38
which is positioned in the market as
a new-generation model developed
from scratch. This year third operational prototype, powered by Russia’s Klimov TV7-117 engines will fly.
It will join a pair of earlier completed
machines powered by Pratt&Whitney
PW-127T/S engines. One of them tool
to the air for the first time in the fall
of 2003. Certification for the Mi-38
is planned for 2012. Basically a civilian machine in 5-tonne class payload
and roomy cabin for passenger operations, the Mi-38 can provide a platform for development of transport
and multipurpose helicopters for the
Russian armed forces.
The Russian government has allocated Rouble 3.5 billion for work
on the future high-speed helicopter

The Russian Helicopters has been
paying much attention to improving
quality of customer support in the
past three years. Today, over 7000
Russian-made rotorcraft are in service with 110 nations. The company
is aiming at setting up a global network to support its products in operation worldwide. In India a technical
center is being set up. Service center
in China will be open later this year.
A joint venture in Vietnam with Russian Helicopters keeping a 25% will
be the only manufacturer-approved
distributor of spares in the region,
the move made to fight “grey” market. Talks are being held with interested US companies on joint effort
in support of the large and growing
fleet of Russian-made helicopters in
Afghanistan, Iraq and neighboring
countries. If successful, this process
will see setting up more technical
support and maintenance centers in
the region, in addition to one previously announced in partnership with
UAE companies. 
Vladimir Karnozov

helicopters
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Naval artillery ammunition
Modern state and perspective

D

Sergey Rusakov,
Federal State
Unitary Enterprise
“Mechanical
Engineering
Research Institute”

espite all the variety and
strength of missile weaponry, naval artillery still
remains an important
component of different
class ship’s armament and coastal units
of Russian and foreign navy.
The main missions of naval artillery are as follows:
■■ Anti-aircraft ship defense in combination with AA rocket systems.
■■ Defeat of surface and land targets.
■■ Support of landing of marines.
■■ Land forces fire support.
■■ Counter landing missions (coastal artillery).
■■ Patrol and boarder service, counter piracy missions etc.
The missions, mentioned above,
are carried out using respective artillery rounds that, in combination with
auxiliary rounds, constitute ammuni-
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tion loads of naval and coastal artillery systems.
FSUE “NIMI” is the leading developer of 76 mm, 100 mm and 130
mm artillery rounds that present the
firepower of modern Russian naval
artillery.
Nowadays there are the following
rounds for AK-726 and AK-176 naval
gun mounts:
■■ Rounds with high-explosive projectiles (HE) and VGh-67 point detonating fuze.
■■ Rounds with HE anti-aircraft projectile and AR-51 LM radio proximity fuze.
The rounds are developed to eliminate small visible surface and land
targets as well as air attack means
at ship’s close defensive line, including “dead” zone of AA rocket systems’ range. Auxiliary rounds with
practice and drill projectiles are also
in service.
As for AK-100 and A190 the following rounds are developed:
■■ Rounds with HE projectile and
V-429 point detonating fuze.
■■ Rounds with AA projectile and
DVM-60M1 mechanical time fuze.
■■ Rounds with AA projectile and AR32 radio proximity fuze and its
modifications.
The rounds are designed to defeat warships and transport vessels
in duel combat, to suppress land targets as well as to defeat air attack
means at ship’s close defensive line.
The ammunition loads also contain
drill, practice and discharging rounds.
130 mm rounds for AK-130 naval
gun mount and A-222 coastal artillery defense system (as part of artillery system “Bereg”) include:
■■ Rounds with HE projectile and
4MRM base fuze (penetrating
projectile, detonates behind target area).
■■ Rounds with AA projectile and
DVM-60M1 mechanical time fuze.
■■ Rounds with AA projectile and AR32 radio proximity fuze and its
modifications.
The rounds mentioned above
are designed to destroy enemy’s defense bases, warships and transport
vessels, air attack means at close defensive lines. Auxiliary rounds include drill, warming, discharging and
practice ones.

The modern naval ammunition
are fixed, that allows to use all naval
gun mounts’ potential in rate of fire,
which is up to 120 rounds per minute (e.g. in 76 mm guns). Yet it required thorough work in developing rounds and assembly technology. Due to motion along a complicated feeding tract and during seating to the gun’s chamber, a round is
subject to strong reversal axial and
lateral overloads.
The mentioned rounds, developed by FSUE “NIMI” in cooperation with other research institutes
and plants are supplied to foreign
countries as well as to Russian Navy. Effectiveness and high reliability
of rounds are provided by decades
of complex R&D, technologies and
quality control during manufacture
process.
Today researchers, designers and
production engineers are carrying
out the mission of sufficient improvement of naval artillery rounds
that would be competitive among
the world’s best rounds. We should
replace obsolete, outdated items
with more effective and universal
ammunition. Simultaneously ammunition suits have to be amended
with new types of artillery rounds
that will sufficiently improve functions and possibilities of naval artillery during preparation and combat.
The progress in these spheres is
connected with and based on the
achievements in science and technology, new fields such as microelectronics, information science and
nanotechnologies as well as in traditional science.
As for fuzes and detonation devices the breakthrough in microelectronics is a question of principle.
Multi functionality and adaptability
to target of the so called “smart fuzes” allows to drastically improve ammunition lethality against various
types of targets.
The technology of data input
with the use of inductive fuze setter
in combination with digital fire control system allows inputting all possible precise settings in fuze or detonation device.
Today for trajectory correction it’s possible to use information from satellite navigation sys-

tem GLONASS on board a projectile with subsequent generation of
steering commands to actuating
correction device.
Traditional ways of modernizing
artillery rounds are also applicable,
for example, the use of low-sensitivity explosives, bursting charges’ initiation schemes optimization, the
use of preformed fragments including those of heavy alloys, development of prefragmented bodies etc.
Another very important route
of ammunition development is between services and inside services
ammunition unification. This sphere
has obvious economic and technical
advantages.
Our enterprise also plans to design explosion-safe fireproof ergonomic and endurable package made
of composite and plastic that will replace traditional wooden package.
Naval artillery rounds development is a part of State armament
program (GPV-2020). Implementation of the program will allow to
equip naval and coastal artillery
with effective, reliable and characteristically competitive rounds.
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T-50 (PAKFA)

Sukhoi Aircraft over
South-East Asia Countries
Within the period from 1999 up to 2010 around 450 Sukhoi aircraft were exported to different
countries all over the world, and a good half of this amount was purchased by the South-East Asian
countries: China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Vietnam, etc.

T

he demand for Russian
planes produced by the
Sukhoi company is well
easily to explain as the
Russian fighter is characterized by better power-to-weight
ratio, which is much needed in highly-maneuverable “dog fighting”; selfcontained tactical employment capabilities, that play significant role when
an aircraft needs to fulfill a combat
task without intelligence from ground
command and control systems; supreme wing-drag ration, which increases much aerodynamic performances at hypersonic speeds, etc. Last
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Sukhoi aircraft, such as Su-30MK, are
fitted with thrust vector control engines that allow to execute such aerobatics as “cobra”, “stall turn”, “cobra with
angle of attack up to 180 degrees”, etc.
It is worth to mention that all these
aerobatics are in use not only during
different air shows but also in combat, especially in “dog fighting” and
counter missile maneuvers. And last
but not least, the Russian manufactured aircraft of the Sukhoi family are
characterized by high reliability and
reasonable price for hardware. Along
with above mentioned advantages
the Russian manufacturers keep an

eye and constant develop service
and after-sale facilities which also increases competitiveness on the world
market of aircraft exporters. In these
latter days importing countries make
demands on producers of aircraft that
they should transfer technologies
with purchased hardware. Russia and
Sukhoi company in particular have
accumulated extensive experience
in this field, and it is worthy of note
that among the first countries which
exported the Su aircraft and received
technologies were South-East Asia
states China, which purchased Su-27
and India, which acquired Su-30.
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China: Purchased, Licensed,
Cloned
In 90-s China, along with India, was
the main importer of the Russian
made military hardware, including
the Sukhoi aircraft Su-27 and Su-30
(according to some prominent Russian experts in military economy, very
export of the aircraft to China allowed
the Sukhoi company to stay afloat at
that time). All in all 178 fighters of Su27/Su-30 type were delivered to the
People’s Republic of China, including
38 single-seat Su-27SK fighters and
40 combat trainer aircraft Su-27UBK,
76 multi-purpose fighters Su-30MKK
and 24 fighters Su-30MK2. Taking
into account additional 105 Su-27SK
aircraft that were manufactured under the license agreement between
the Russian Federation and China at
the factory in the city of Shenyang,
the total number of aircraft of the
Sukhoi family is 283.
Looking at these figures one
should not flatter oneself. Today
China gradually curtails the cooperation with Russia in the field of military
hardware deliveries. The reason is
that Chinese Military-Industrial Complex has been showing good results
last years and along with its locally
manufactured military hardware it
demonstrates good abilities to copy
Russian made aircraft.
Talking about numerous of copies
of foreign made military hardware
and equipment it is worth to mention
that China uses production licenses
to create helicopters and airplanes.
France’s helicopter SA-365 Dauphin
2 has been upgraded to the WZ-09
combat chopper. However, the clearest example of “licensed copying” is
the Chinese J-11 fighter jet, based
on Russia’s Su-27. In 2006, Moscow
and Beijing struck a deal on licensed
production of the Su-27SK (Chinese
designation J-11A). The agreement
only provided for licensed assembly
of components provided by Russia.
The Chinese, though, studied the aircraft while assembling it and ended
up producing a similar fighter, the
J-11B, only with a Chinese-made engine and avionics.
The exceptions are the RD-93 aircraft engine which is still purchased
by China for equipping light aircraft
FC-1 (JF-17) and the AL-31FN engine

Sukhoi aircraft
Su-27 SKM

which is purchased to substitute
old engines of Su-27 and equip the
J-10 aircraft.
The desire of the Chinese to keep
on coping especially Russian aircraft
led to a deadlock in negotiations
concerning the purchase of the Su33 (NATO codename: Flanker-D) carrier-based fighter. The SU-33 is a variant of Sukhoi’s SU-27 with forward
canards, folding wings, an arrester
hook, a reinforced structure, and

other modifications that help it deal
with carrier operations and landings.
At the beginning China intended
to order for two KnAAPO produced
aircraft worth $100 million for trials.
However, it did not meet the expectations of Russia, fairly assuming
that when Chinese designers and
pilots check the flight tactical characteristics they will clone the plane.
Later on, Beijing suggested that Russia should deliver a set of 12-14 airExample of “licensed
copying” is the Chinese J-11 fighter jet,
based on Russia’s
Su-27
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Deliveries of Sukhoi Aircraft to China
Delivered

In Service

3-27SK;
40×Su-27UBK;
76×Su-30MKK;
24×Su-30MKK2

~36×Su-27SK;
~40×Su-27UBK;
~76×Su-30MKK4;
23×Su-30MKK2

planes to equip its first carrier. However, Russian side considered that
offer unacceptable as there was no
profit to start up a manufacturing
line taking into account the number
of aircraft that were planned to be
acquired. In the end of 2006 Russian
state-run weapon exporter Rosoboronexport was about to complete
negotiations with China to deliver
up to 48 Sukhoi SU-33 carrier-based
fighter aircraft in a purchase deal reportedly worth $2.5 billion.
The aircraft was supposed to be
able to operate from the former Soviet aircraft carrier Varyag, which

Sukhoi SU-33 carrierbased fighter
aircraft
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Possible
Acquisition
2+48×Su-33

First Delivered

Last Delivered

Su-27SK/UBK in June
1992);
Su-30MKK in 2002;
Su-30MKK2
in February 2004

August 2004

China acquired from the Ukraine in
1999 and is currently being refitted
at the Dalian shipyard. However in
March 2009, it was reported that negotiations on the deal had collapsed
over fears that Beijing could produce cheaper export versions of the
aircraft with Chinese avionics and
systems, in similar fashion to the
J-11B aircraft.
By mid-2009, the relationship
with Russia had improved and China
could procure the Su-33, Su-34 and
Su-35. As part of the deal, Russia is
offering further cooperation by enabling China to produce the Su-35

under license. It now appears China
has received help in developing
the carrier-borne J-15 based on the
Su-33, with Chinese avionics to fulfill its carrier aviation requirements
instead of procuring Russian built
naval Flankers.
It becomes clear that in maximum ten years China will substitute
all Sukhoi made aircraft to domestic ones. At initial stage J-11B is supposed to replace all Su-27SK type
aircraft. As far as Su-27UBK combat trainer aircraft is concerned it
seems that the Chinese market for
Russian producers is almost closed

military aviation
Sukhoi SU-30MKI
fighter aircraft

as in 2008 Chinese engineers and
designers were able to create
around for planes J-11BS that are
now under tests. No doubts that
these tests are over with success.
Su-30MKK and Su-30MK2 fighters are known to be based on Su27UBK, so according to experts it
takes China around 15 years from
today to clone these Russian made
multi-purpose fighters.

Today it is not so clear what happens with Su-33, carrier-based version of the Russian fighter, which
China was not able to purchase.
Some attempts were made in terms
of creation a domestic version under
designation J-15. However, it shows
average results that cannot satisfy
military and political leadership of
People’s Republic of China. However,
Chinese designers and engineers

harbor hopes that they will succeed
with this version of the aircraft by
2020 or even earlier.
Perfectly clear the situation is
around T-50, fifth-generation fighter.
According to Russian officials, there
are now and probably will not be in
future plans to deliver T-50 to China.
First of all it is necessary to say that as
soon as India is deeply involved into
this project there are no ways of such

Deliveries of Sukhoi Aircraft to Malaysia
Delivered

In Service

Possible
Acquisition

First Delivered

Last Delivered

Units of IAF

18×Su-30K
(Su-30MK);

~100×
Su-30MKI

~80×Su-30MKI
(HAL);

Spring 1997
(Su-30K);

1999 (Su-30K);

~6×Su-30MKI
(Irkut);

22 June 2002
(Irkut Su-30MKI);

40×Su-30MKI
(HAL)

December 2004
(HAL Su-30MKI);

20th Squadron
Ligthnings;
12th Wing, Pune Lohegaon AFS; 24th
Squadron Hunting
Hawks;
15th Wing, Bareilly
AFS, Uttar Pradesh;
30th Squadron
Rhinos, Bareilly AFS,
Uttar Pradesh;
8th Squadron
Pursoots;
31st Squadron Lions,
Jodhpur Air Base

32×Su-30MKI;
1xHAL Su-30MKI

late 2007 (Irkut
Su-30MKI, Su-30K
replacements)

December 2004
(Irkut Su-30MKI);
2008 (Irkut Su30MKI; Su-30K
replacements);
~2017-2018 (HAL
Su-30MKI)
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BrahMos Aerospace was
established in 1998.
It is a Russian-Indian joint
venture, which produces
and sales the BrahMos supersonic missile. At present
the type of sea and land
launched missile has been
successfully tested and put
into use in the Indian Army
and the Navy. The missile
is in use since November
2006 by Indian Army and
Indian Navy. The Indian Air
Force units are expecting
“Brahmos” in two years

Technical Characteristics of the “Brahmos” missile
Type

Cruise missile

Weight

3,000 kg
2,500 kg (air-launched)

Length

8.4 m

Diameter

0.6 m

Warhead

300 kg Conventional semi-armourpiercing

Engine

Two-stage integrated rocket/ramjet

Operational range

290 k

Speed

Mach 2.8-3.0

Launch platform

290 k

an aircraft to the Chinese market.
Second, China itself is designing the
fifth-generation fighter (according to
some Chinese sources today the designers suffer big problems with the
engine for the fifth-generation plane).
India: Russia’s Strategic
Partner
The military cooperation between
Russian and India has been developing since the middle of the last century. This fact affords ground that the
collaboration between two countries
is assessed as a strategic partnership.
Within the period of such cooperation there were not only large supplies of military hardware, including
different types of aircraft, but also
transfers of cutting edge technologies and development of under
license manufacturing.
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On 30 November 1996 the Russian Federation and the Republic
of India signed a contract for the
delivery of 50 Su-30MK multi-purpose twin-seat fighters, also known
as Su-30MKI (I for India). The first
eight aircraft had capabilities as the
Su-30K, the other ten had already
some of the multi-role improvements added.
The other 32 were Su-30MKI
standard aircraft upgraded with
thrust vectoring AL-31FP engines,
improved avionics and canards. The
first batch of ten Su-30MKI aircraft
was delivered on 22 June 2002.
Second batch counted 12 aircraft.
The third and final batch of the initial
order produced by Irkut consisted
of ten aircraft and was delivered
during December 2004. The Indian
Air Force (IAF) has 140 Su-30MKI air-

craft on order for production under
license by Hindustan Aeronautics
(HAL). The initial batch of 26 aircraft
was produced from assembly kits
provided by Irkut, followed by production from components. At HAL’s
Nasik plant, production started in
2004 and the first locally produced
Su-30MKI was rolled out on 28 November 2004 and delivered in December 2004. Production is expected
to peak at around 12 aircraft per year
with final deliveries in 2017-2018. The
Su-30MKI will become the mainstay
of the Indian Air Force.
The Su-30K aircraft were originally
planned to be upgraded to MKI standard, but this plan was abandoned
for financial reasons. Instead India
ordered 18 additional new-built
Su-30MKI from Irkut, putting the
number of aircraft fully produced
in Russia at 50. Russia is said to buy
back the Su-30Ks for $12 million per
aircraft, planning to upgrade them to
Su-30KN and resell them to Belarus.
In December 2006, the Defense
Acquisition Council granted approval for 40 additional Su-30MKI to be
produced by HAL following completion of the standing order for 140 Su30MKIs. However the contract is reported to be in demand of approval
by the Finance Ministry and Cabinet
Committee on Security and negotiations with Russia have to be finalized.
The Indian Air Force has to date
lost two Su-30MKIs. The first loss occurred on April 30, 2009. The crew
ejected, but the navigator died from
his injuries. The second crash happened on November 30, 2009. Both
crew members safely ejected.
According to Mikhail Pogosyan,
the head of the United Aircraft Corporation (UAC), the most successful
joint project with India is Su-30MKI.
Today around one hundred airplanes
of this type are in service of the Indian Air Force. In accordance with the
license plan, the total number of the
fighters is going to be significantly
increased. In Moscow the figure of
two hundred airplanes of Su-30MKI
is much spoken.
Along with increasing the numbers of aircraft Russian specialists
pay attention towards modernization of Su-30MKI. First of all, the avionics is said to be upgraded. After
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that the modernization plan stipulates the update of a radar and increase of capabilities to engage air,
ground and sea targets. Today Russian companies Research and Development Enterprise “Mashinostroeniye” (is a rocket design bureau), State
Corporation
“Rosoboronexport”,
Design Bureau “Sukhoi” and Corporation “Irkut” are negotiating with Indian Ministry of Defense, Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited and Brahmos
Aerospace the issues concerning the
possibilities of the aircraft modernization to equip it with the “Brahmos”
supersonic cruise missile.
Last year in Malaysia, during the
Defence Services Asia — 2010 Direc-

tor General of Joint Venture “Brahmos Aerospace” Sivathanu Pillai
said that India would arm around 40
Su-30MKI with the “Brahmos” supersonic cruise missile. He also stressed
that in case the tests of equipping
the aircraft with the missile are successful, it turns the fighter into absolutely unique aerial vehicle.
According to information from
public service, the tests of the first
aerial based “Brahmos” supersonic
cruise missile are ongoing in India.
As far as the first launches from the
Su-30MKI are concerned, they are reported to be conducted in 2012.
The missile is in use since November 2006 by Indian Army and Indian

Navy. The Indian Air Force units are
expecting “Brahmos” in two years.
Cooperation with India in the
field of creation of the Fifth Generation Fighting Aircraft (FGFA) is even
more ambitious than modernization of Su-30MKI. In December 2010
a joint project aimed at creation of
a conceptual design of FGFA was
signed by Russian and Indian officials. According to officials from the
“Sukhoi” Design Bureau the design
of the Fifth Generation Fighting Aircraft is absolutely unique level of
mutual cooperation. It is a challenge
for other exporters of military hardware who currently offer at the best
case the transfer of technologies.

Sukhoi SU-35 fighter
aircraft

Deliveries of Sukhoi Aircraft to Indonesia
Delivered

In Service

Possible Acquisition

First Delivered

Last Delivered

Units of IAF

18×Su-30MKMI

18×Su30MKM

MiG-35,
Su-30MKM,
Su-35*

18 June 2007

17 August 2009

11th squadron,
Gong Kedak AF
base

* The Royal Malaysian Air Force plans to issue a new request for proposals regardıng the acquisition of new multi-role
combat aircraft to replace the current MiG-29N fleet, as part of the 2011-2015 Five-Year Plan. Rosoboronexport would
propose the MiG-35, more Su-30MKM, or Su-35
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Sukhoi SU-30MKM
fighter aircraft

Deliveries of Sukhoi Aircraft to Vietnam
Delivered

In Service

Possible
Acquisition

First Delivered

Last Delivered

Units of IAF

2×Su-27SK;
2×Su-30MK;
3×Su-27SKM;
3×Su-30MK2

2×Su-27SK;
2×Su-30MK;
3×Su-27SKM;
3×Su-30MK2

Possible delivery of unknown
number of Su27SKM

27 August 2003

27 September 2010

11th Air Squadron, Saltan Hassanuddin Air
Base, Makassar,
South Sulawesi

The bulk work has been executed
in 2011. By the mid of 2012 all necessary activities concerning the beginning of drawing up the conceptual
design of FGFA are planned to be
concluded.
Today India plans to purchase
214 Fifth Generation Fighting Aircraft. According to Norman Anil Kumar Browne, Commander-in-Chief
of the Indian Air Force, 166 fighters
will be single-seat and 48 will be
two-seater aircraft. Based on initial plans, it is safe to assume that
single-seat fighters are going to be
manufactured in Russia and twoseaters in India by Hindustan Aeronautics Limited.
According to public sources,
Indian specialists were able to get
together in a question concerning
future power plant which is supposed to be installed at Fifth Generation Fighting Aircraft. Probably
it will be “Object 117” which is more
powerful than AL-41F1 engine that
Russian specialists plan to equip
T-50 at initial stage. In this view the
power-to-weight ratio can be increased by 10-15% in comparison
with current version of Russian T-50.
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Malaysia: Choosing the Most
Sophisticated Multi-Role
Aircraft in Southeast Asia
Malaysia is considered one of the
oldest partners of the “Sukhoi” company which got familiarized with
Russian made aircraft of the Su family in 2003. The historical agreement
on delivering 18 multi-purposes
Su-30MKM to the Malaysian Air
Force was signed during an official
visit to Kuala Lumpur of Russian
high-ranking delegation headed
by then Ministry of Defense Sergei
Ivanov. The $900 million contract
stipulated that all fighters were supposed to be delivered to Malaysia
during five year period. Then the
Russian Minister pointed out that
the worth of the deal had not played
so big role, according to him, by
signing the contract the two countries “build up the future technicalmilitary cooperation”. S. Ivanov also
underlined that terms of the deal
had stipulated upcoming modernization and technical maintenance
of the purchased aircraft.
The first shipment of two out of 18
Su-30MKM fighters was conducted
in June 2007. It is necessary to men-

tion that all terms of delivery were
fulfilled and the shipment was done
duly in time. At the same time State
Corporation “Rosoboronexport” arranged all necessary ground equipment at the “Gong Kedak” Royal Malaysian Air Force base and settled the
needed comprehensive training program for ground technicians in order
to provide technical maintenance for
just-arrived aircraft.
The second pair arrived in July/
August 2007. During this time three
Sukhoi test pilots were in Malaysia
to test fly the reassembled aircraft
and undertake RMAF pilot conversion. The first five month conversion
training programme started in July
2007. By December 2007, Malaysia
had taken delivery of six Su-30MKMs and six crews were trained on
the aircraft. Malaysia plans to train
72 officers as pilots and weapons
system officers for the Su-30MKM,
some of which may undergo training in India. Also Malaysian pilots
and ground specialists trained in
Russia reportedly in early 2004
where four pilots and two weapons system officers were trained.
Later they became instructors.
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The eighteenth and last aircraft arrived on August 17, 2009, along with
the other three aircraft of the final
batch. Malaysian Su-30MKMs carry
serials M52-01 thru M52-18.
Malaysian Air Force Command
wants to purchase more Sukhoi
aircraft. During the visit of Malaysian Defense Minister Ahmad Zahid
Hamidi to the Irkut aviation plant (the
plant produces Su-30MKI fighters for
India) the matter of acquisition of another batch of 18 Su-30MKM multirole fighters was widely discussed.
Moreover according to reliable
sources, the Malaysian Air Force officials speak in favor of the “Brahmos”
supersonic cruise missile that has
good chance to be installed on the
Malaysian fighters. One such aircraft
would cost Malaysia about $50 million, future maintenance included.
It is worth to mention that in 2009
during LIMA–2009 event the chief of
the official delegation of IRKUT Vik-

tor Lichaev heralded that a service
centre would be built in Malaysia.
He did not specify the mission area
of the service center, however, he
stressed that it could be wider in case
the Malaysian Royal Air Force would
acquire more fighters of Su-30MKM.
On May 24, 2007 a presentation
of Su-30MKM took place at the Irkut
aviation plant. In an interview to the
National News Agency “Bernama”
Chief of Air Force Gen Datuk Seri
Azizan Ariffin defined that day as a
“historical date”. According to him,
Malaysia acquired from Russia “the
most sophisticated multi-role aircraft
in Southeast Asia”.
Indonesia: Deliveries Ahead
In 2003 the government of Indonesia
ordered two Su-27SK single-seat and
two Su-30MK multi-purpose twinseat aircraft to replace the ageing
and grounded fleet of 20 A-4/TA-4
Skyhawks of the Tentara Nasional

Indonesia — Angkatan Udara (TNIAU — Indonesian Air Force). The order was part of a medium term plan
to establish four new fighter squadrons before 2010; however these
plans have been scaled down.
The Indonesian Su-30MK twinseat aircraft were first reported to be
designated Su-30KI, confusingly this
designation had already been used
for a new single-seat version specially developed for Indonesia. Indonesia had already signed a contract
for 24 of these single-seats Su-30KI
back in September 1997. However
the contract was cancelled in 1998 as
a result of the Asian economic crisis.
Indonesia’s Su-30MKs are KnAAPO built examples similar to China’s
Su-30MKK. The Indonesian Su-30MK
are sometimes also referred to as
Su-30MKI or Su-30MK(I), with the
I clearly standing for Indonesia, and
not referring to India’s Su-30MKI
version built by Irkut.

Tactical Characteristics of Sukhoi Su-30 and SU-30M fighter aircraft
Design
SU30M has a two seat cockpit. This two-engine fighter is fitted with canards to increase lifting effectiveness and
enhance maneuverability of the aircraft.
Avionic
Su-30M has more accurate navigation system, a TV command guidance system, a guidance system for anti-radiation missiles, a larger monochrome TV display system in rear cockpit for ASM guidance, and ability to carry one or
two pods, typically for laser designation or ARM guidance in association with Pastel RWR and APK-9 data link. Western avionics, guidance pods and weapons can be fitted optionally. Sextant Avionique package for Indian aircraft includes VEH3000 or Bop HUD, Totem or Sigma 9SN/MF INS/GPS and liquid-crystal multifunction displays.
Propulsion
The SU-30M power plant incorporates two Saturn AL-31F afterburning low-bypass turbofan engines. Two AL31F turbofans, each rated at 12,500 kgf (123 kN, 27,550 lb) of full afterburning thrust ensures Mach 2 in level flight,
1,350 km/h speed at low altitude, and a 230 m/s climbing rate. SU-30 multi-role fighter can fly at the maximum
speed of Mach 2.0 (2,120 km/h) and has a service ceiling of 17,300 m (56,800 ft). The combat range of the aircraft
on internal fuel is 3,000km. With a single in-flight refueling procedure the combat range is extended to 5,200 km.
Armament
One 30 mm GSh-301 gun, with 150 rounds; 12 external stations for more than 8,000 kg (17,635 lb) of stores, including AB-500, KAB-500KR and KAB-1500KR bombs; B-8M-1 (20x80 mm) and B-13L (5v130 mm) rocket packs; 250
mm S-25 rockets; up to six R-27ER (AA-10C "Alamo-C"), R-27ET (AA-10D "Alamo-D") or RW-AE (R-77; AA-12 "Adder1")
medium-range AAMs; or two R-27ETS and six R-73E (AA-11 "Archer1") IR homing dose-range AAMs; and a variety of air-to-surface weapons such as four ARMs, six guided bombs or short-range missiles with TV homing, six laser homing short-range missiles, or two long-range missiles with TV command guidance; these include Kh-29L/T
(AS-14 "Kedge"), Kh-31A/P (AS-17 "Krypton") and D-9M probably Kh-59M (AS-18 "Kazoo") with APK-9 pod or single
Raduga 3M80E supersonic anti-ship missile.
Accessories
The SU-30 integrated electronic warfare system includes a Tarang radar warning system, indigenously produced by the Indian Defense R&D Organization (DRDO), and systems supplied by Israeli manufacturers. The SU-30
is equipped with a flight refueling probe and a buddy-buddy refueling system.
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In June 2006, it was announced
that Indonesia planned to procure
six additional Sukhoi fighters from
Russia. It was also made public that
the four aircraft procured in 2003
had been inactive awaiting upgrade
of their communication systems,
which were incompatible with the
Indonesian systems in use, and that
no weapons were bought.
On 21 August 2007, on the opening day of MAKS–2007, Indonesia
signed an agreement with State Corporation “Rosoboronexport” for the
purchase of three Su-27SKM upgraded multi-role single-seat export variants and three Su-30MK2 two-seat
multirole derivatives, similar to those

supplied to China, Vietnam and Venezuela. On the same day, Sukhoi also
revealed it had signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Indonesia on the delivery of the six fighters.
The value of the contract was reported to be 300 million American dollars. More than a year later, the order
was formalized in November 2008,
when Indonesia had finally secured
sufficient financing to cover the deal.
Two new Su-30MK2s arrived on
board of An-124 on December 26,
2008, at Saltan Hassanuddin air
base, Makassar. The aircraft, with
serials TS3003 and TS3004, were
first flown from Saltan Hassanuddin on January 6, 2009, by a Russian

pilot to test all on-board systems.
The third and final Su-30MK2 (serial
TS3005) also arrived by An-124 at
the base on January 17, 2009. Following re-assembly and test flights,
TS3005 was delivered on January
25, 2009. All three Su-30MK2s were
subsequently formally handed over
to the TNI-AU on February 2, 2009.
The three Su-27SKM single-seaters were delivered in September
2010, with the first two on September 10 and the final example
on September 16. After the official
handover on September 27, this
completed the 2007 order.
The three new Su-30MK2 twoseaters and three Su-27SKM single-

Tactical Characteristics of Su-27
First Flight

May 20, 1977

Service Entry

1984

CREW

1 pilot
DIMENSIONS

Length:

21.94 m

Wingspan:

14.70 m

Height:

5.92 m
62.0 m2

Wing Area:
WEIGHTS
Empty:

17,700 kg

Typical Load:

22,500 kg

Max Takeoff:

30,000 kg

Max Payload:

8,000 kg
PROPULSION

Powerplant:

two AL-31F after burning turbofans

Thrust:

245.16 kN
PERFORMANCE

Max Level Speed:

2,500 km/h at 11,000 m; Mach 2.35

Service Ceiling:

18,000 m

Range:

3,900 km; with max payload - 1,500 km

g-Limits:

+8
ARMAMENT

Gun:

one 30-mm GSh-301 cannon (149 rds)

Stations:

8 × external hard-points and 2 wing-tip-rails

Air-to-Air Missile:

R-60/AA-8 Aphid, R-27/AA-10 Alamo,R-73/AA-11 Archer, R-33/AA-9 Amos

Bomb:

free-fall, cluster bombs

Other:

rocket pods, ECM pods
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seaters joined the two Su-27SK
single-seaters and two Su-30MK
two-seaters operated by the TNIAU’s 11th Squadron Udara at Saltan
Hassanuddin air base. The further
cooperation with Indonesia appears to be promising. Today Indonesian Air Force possesses 10
Sukhoi fighters and both theoretically and practically the fleet should
compose of 16, in other words it
should be organizational squadron.
Only in this case one can say about
deterrent force capable to repel any
attack or fulfill any combat mission.
On the sidelines of INDO Defence
2010 Expo and Forum Indonesian
Army (TNI AD) Chief of Staff General Agustadi Sasongko Purnomo
said that his officers had had good
experience of utilization of Soviet
made military hardware since 60-s
of the last century. He also acknowledged that experience taught him
that Russian aircraft have very good
combat strength.
Vietnam: the Tiger Needs Claws
Vietnam became the second Asian
country to purchase the Su-27 aircraft. The first batch was delivered in

May 1995, shipped from Russia, and
included five Su-27SK fighters and
one Su-27UBK. In December 1996
an additional batch of two Su-27SK
airplanes and four Su-27UBKs were
ordered, and the first were delivered in October 1997. One Su-27SK
has been lost.
In November 2003 a contract
was signed for four slightly modified derivatives of the production Su-30MK2 two-seat multirole
fighter, which was developed for
China. Modifications included an
upgraded communications suite
and improved ejection seats. In November 2004 KnAAPO shipped four
Su-30MK2V fighters to the Vietnamese People’s Air Force (VPAF).
In January 2009, another contract
was signed for eight Su-30MK2V
fighters, previously reported as 12.
Delivery in two batches of four in
2011, the first was delivered in June.
Announced in June 2009, Vietnam
planned a further 12 Su-30MK2Vs.
The order was confirmed on February 10, 2011.
The VPAF Sukhoi aircraft are
based at Bien Hoa Air Base, Dong
Nai, and operated by the C35 Fight-

er Regiment. When the additional
Su-30MK2Vs are delivered, the
Su-27SK/UBK are to be moved to
Da Nang Air Base.
According to public sources, 20
Russian made fighters Su-30MK2 will
be produced and delivered in Vietnam by the end of 2011.
According to the Russian Ministry of Defense the Su-30MK2 aircraft
should undergo some changes and
be equipped with combat systems
mounted on the aircraft Su-30MKM.
With this aircraft, the Vietnamese
air force is equipped with one of the
most modern military fighter aircraft in Asia.
The Russian firm Sukhoi could
also install a maintenance center
in the country. Vietnam has experience in aircraft maintenance including the Russian Su-27 and Su-22.
The Vietnam would be interested
to acquire 30 additional Su-30 aircraft After delivery of the new Russian fighter planes, the Vietnamese
air force should have a total of 253
fighter aircraft.

Sukhoi SU-27 fighter
aircraft

Anton Chernov
Military and Political Analyst
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Modernization of Vikramaditya aircraft carrier for the Indian Navy

JSC Shipbuilding and Shiprepair
Technology Center. Military
& Technical Cooperation

N

Design and manufacturing of process equipment
is one of the priorities
in military technical
cooperation

owadays, Defence industry of Russia is operating under conditions,
considerably complicated with the world financial crisis. However, since 2000, export
of Russian weapons and double purpose technologies in military technical cooperation sector was increased
from $2.1 to $8.6 billion in 2010, and
area of delivery includes 58 countries.
At present, Russia is one of the
world leaders in the scope of military technical cooperation with foreign countries. Over 700 contracts
are concluded yearly with foreign
customers and over 1000 with domestic companies.
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ships, weapons and equipment;
■■ engineering and research support

Experts from Rosoboronexport
are working continuously in 49
overseas representations of State
Corporation Rostechnologii. As per
the expert assesment, total scope of
export in MTC sector can increase by
almost 10% in 2011. Share of naval
equipment in annual sales of Russian

weapons abroad comes to 22-25%.
Main activities of JSC Shipbuilding and Shiprepair Technology Center (JSC SSTC) in military technical
cooperation are:
■■ engineering survey and designing
of on-shore infrastructure facilities
for mooring and repair of naval

of all stages of setting-up and
augmentation (reconstruction or
re-equipment) of on-shore infrastructure and ship repair facilities,
engineering services;
■■ design, manufacturing and delivery of equipment for shipbuilding
facilities, technical assistance to the
Customer in installation and STW;
■■ implementation of up-to-date
technologies and organization
forms of production, storage,
exploitation and repair of the
equipment;
■■ training of specialists and technical personnel of the Customer;
■■ post-sales support of weapons
and equipment, as well as rendering other services upon request
from the Customer, related to setting-up (upgrading) of on-shore
infrastructure facilities abroad.
Foreign Economic Company of
SSTC has gained a considerable
experience in rendering technical
assistance to our foreign partners
in setting-up on-shore facilites for
mooring and technical support of
Russian-made ships and submarines, exported within the frames of
military technical cooperation between Russia and other countries.
With participation of design and
production divisions of SSTC, dozens of on-shore objects, ship repair
facilities, training centers were setup in Algeria, Greece, Egypt, India,
China and other countries. One of
the world trends in modern market
is moving from bare goods market
towards market of accompanying
services. This is a key stone in our activities aiming to integrate interests
of all participants of foreign trade
process during post-sale support of
naval equipment, supplied abroad.
A crucial task of Russian shipbuilding is not only assuring high quality and bringing down design and
construction prices for ships, but
also ensuring the designed reliablity, technical readiness, reparability,
general and combat effectiveness
within the warranty period due to
development and implementation
of information. This is quite important for Russian enterprises, due to
the fact that information support

Installation and repair
technology for weapons
systems
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JSC Shipbuilding and
Shiprepair Technology
Center develops general
schemes for construction and modernization
of shipbuilding and
shiprepair enterprises

For more than 40 years
JSC SSTC has been
designing and manufacturing various thermal
cutting machines for
shipbuilding sector

of the ship, especially at post-sale
stages of its lifecycle is a critical condition for competitive ability of Russian ships in overseas market.
Today, Shipbuilding and Shiprepair
Technology Center plays a role of leading contractor for foreign customers
in augmentation of production facilites, development of on-shore naval
infrastructure, development and
supply of technical documents, training of foreign specialists to support
operation, maintenance and repair of
Russian-made naval ships.
JSC SSTC has a wide experience in
development of IT products for support of ships' lifecycle at all stages,
from design to disposal. For many
years we did modeling of all ship46 ● ARMS Defence Technologies Review

borne systems and production processes, developed new forms of data
presentation in fuctional production
documents, and interactive electronic documentation.
Specialists from SSTC together
with other companies and enterprises of Russian Federation have
optimized pre-contract work with
foreign customers, upgraded quality of design, technological, repair
and operation documents for naval
equipment in compliance with requirements stated in modern international standards. To ensure information support of the ships, SSTC has
developed and implemented Interstate Standard RISSE-08 and keeps
further upgradation of the same.

Optimization of advanced technology processes resulted in unification of diagnostic and fault detection means for electronic equiment,
design and manufacturing of automated test equipment.
Our company incorporates Institute of Anvanced Training in Shipbuilding and Research and Training Center for Foreign Specialists.
In 2010-2011, 650 Russian and foreign specialists passed here advanced training under new licensed
programs.
JSC Shipbuilding and Shiprepair
Technology Center maintains wide
research, technical, industrial and
commercial cooperation with various firms and institutions, participates and organizes many international and sectorial exhibitions and
conferences.
Continuous enhancement of postsale support of exported products is
one of the priorities of our company.
We intend to build our activities in the
field of military technical cooperation
on the foundation of exact knowledge of market demands, volume,
and trends of demand and supply.
JCS Shipbuilding and Shiprepair
Technology Center is open for mutually beneficial cooperation with
all interested partners, both in Russia and abroad.

SHIPBUILDING
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Professional translation and interpretation services

technical
translation
consecutive
interpretation
telephone call
interpretation
simultaneous
interpretation
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